


KEEP ~EM LISTENING 

Despatch riders at Unit 
Headquarters sleep be
side their machines, 
ready to take messages 
at any hour of the day 
or night. 

}i CROWN RADIO 
~) COMPONENTS 

!! B/C I ~~;~,~D'~um"-
~i tune" or Air Core. 

l~ S/ TV Coils, "Penna-

~ tu;~F.or Ai~r::~~rmAer~, 
) "Permatune" or tr 
~~ Core. 
45 Tuning Units (with 

I~ and without R.F. Stage}. 
~ Dials (edge/it and 

If
~ cellulo id). 
5 Trimmers. Padders. 

f7 oltage Dividers. 
W / W Resistors. 

On every hand we see the vital part that Radio is playing in the present conflict. In the fever stricken 
swamps of New Guinea, in the rugged Timor country, in the far off Africa campaign, everywhere 
that has been touched by the devastating hand of war, Radio has proved to be absolutely indispens
able. 
We at Crown are engaged almost exclusively in Defence and Es·sential Services, but we are also doing 
our uttermost to maintain a constant supply of modern replacement component parts for civil 
needs. We make a special appeal to Radio Dealers Servicemen and enthusiasts to co-operate in 
every possible way with our Authorised Distributors, who will be glad to give every assistance. Radio 
must be kept working. Keep your old sets in order. Replace with "Crown", the reliable line of stan
dardised Replacement Parts. Remember! It's up to you to 

"KEEP 'E.M LISTENING" 

THE 
"RELIABLE" 

LINE 

51 - 53 MURRAY STREET 
PYRJBOnT SYDnEY 
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Available from 
Our Authorised 
Dealers. 

Crown Permatune 
I. F. Transformers, 
Frequency 4 5 5 
l<.C. Price, 13/9 

Crown .. Compres
sion trimmed l.F., 
Frequency 4 5 5 
K.C. Price, 7 /9 
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EDITORIAL 

It has been announced that a National Security order 
has been issued which provides that radio repairmen are 
to be I icenced and zoned. · 

All persons engaged in repairing or servicing radio 
sets who have not applied for a I icence should do so 
before July 19. Applications should be addressed to the 
State Deputy Director of the Department of War Organ
isation of Industry at your capital city. 

It should be noted that those who do radio work in 
their spare time, or are capable of doing so, are invited 
to register and will be officially encouraged to carry on 
with work of this kind. 

At the moment . of writing the full details of the 
scheme, pnd especially in regard to its control of radio 
component parts, have not been revealed, but it is evi
dent that .radio servicing is at last to receive the atten
tion it warrants. 

We strongly advise all of our readers to make a point 
of sending in their names for registration immediately, 
as failure to register now may have far-reaching effects 
in the future. 
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-
Radio developments, accelerated by increased war production and research 
have been "put in the ice" in the R.C.S, Laboratories until the end of the 
war. The directors of R.C.S. Radio feel confident that constructors and 
manufacturers who cannot obtain R.C.S. precision products fully appreciate 
the position and wish R.C.S. well in their all-out effort to supply the im
perative needs of the Army, Navy and Air Force. The greatly increased 
R.C.S. production has been made possible by enlarged laboratory and fac
tory space and new scientific equipment, al l of which will be at the· ser
vice of the manufacturers and constructors after the war. 

Watch R.C.S. !- for the new improvements in materials and construction 
developed by R.C.S. technicians bid fair to revolutid.nise pqrts manufac
ture and will enhance the akeady high reputation of R.C.S. products. 

PTY. LTD. I SY .DN .~Y. N. S. W. 
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POWER AMPLIFIER FOR BATTERIES 
Here is a midget amplifier using 
only two tubes and giving 
approximately half-a-watt from 

a 90-voit supply. 

E VEN half-a-watt is a vast im
provement over the usual one
tenth watt of the 'battery port

able. In the good old days, rural 
schools of the 1one-teacher type used 
to use powers of from on'e-fifth to half 
watt for dances. Today, more efficient 
speakers are available and results are 
quite surprising, , even when compar
ed with a 4-watt job. To get the ut
most in volume, a short horn can be 
fitted to the speaker. Of ;course, the 
rfact that the volume is a bit on the 
low 1 side allows a higher level of har
moni~ distortion because the inter
modulation or "combination tones" are 
less audible. Restriction of unneces
ary parts of th·e audio spectrum also 
helps, preventing the waste of power 
on nearly inaudible notes, or on 
scratch or ne•edle hiss. 

Valves 

A pair of lDSG'T tubes are em
ployed in class B,. or Q.P.P. (quiescent 
push-pull). That is, the two pentod•e 
parts are in push-pull and are biassed 
practically to cut-off. As no grid cur
rent is drawn, a conventional class A 
audio transformer can be used as the 
coupling medium or as an alternative, 
a suitable C.T. speaker transformer 
can be used as a C.T. push-pull coup
ling choke (s·ee April issue). 

'The normal maximum high-tension 
voltage for a lDSGT pentode is 90 
volts, but this is for class A opera
tion. In practice we found that for 
cut-off biassing, 120 volts was quite 
safe; we even used 135 for a while 
until we remembered th•e price of 
valves. These extra-high voltages are 
for pentode plates only and are not 
to be applied to the screen-grid. 
Otherwis•e an increase of !bias would 
be necessary. 

A photograph of the unique little battery-operated amplifier, which uses only two output 
pentodes. 

tal microphone or a mike from a 5-in. that, i.e., 25,000 ohms. Plate-to-
permag. speaker. Plate.) 

Designed and described by 

JOHN. W . STRAEDE, B .. Sc. 

7 Adeline Street, Preston, Victoria 

Speaker 

The loudspeaker should be a good 
quality type with a heavy magnet and 
a cone designed primarily for s•ensi
tivity (most speaker manufacturers 
supply different kinds of cones for 
battery sets, A.C. amplifiers, inter
communications, etc.). For our own 
amplifier we obtained best results with 
either a Rola 10/42 or an Amplion 
8P83. S<econd-bests were a Rola 8/20, 

The triode portions of the valves a Magnavox 6.-11 and an Amplion 
may be used as two voltage amplifier 7P20. We were unable to try any 
stages, the first being resistance- others. 
capacity coupled and the second trans- The speaker transformer must have 
former coupl'ed. Enough gain is then a ratio such that the re~ected load on 
available for using a high-level cry·s- each valve is 6250 ohms! (or 4 times 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
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Power Supply 

For thie filaments, an ordinary 1h
volt "buzzer" cell can be used. It is 
a good idea to insert a: small resis
tance in the battery leads when the 
cell is new to prevent over-heating of 
the filament. About %-ohm is enough 
(say, 1h-yard of 40 gauge copper 
wire)-it can be removed when the 
C€ll starts to· Jose voltage on account 
of its own resistance increasing. 

For the plates and screens a pair 
of 45-volt batteries or a vibrator-pack 
can he used. The latter uses a 6-volt 
accumulator for its input. A suit-

( Continued on next page) 
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WITH THE RADIOMEN OF THE AIR FORCE 
I F there is any branch of the ser

vices that warms th·e blood more 
than any other, it is the Air Force. 

The pulse quickens at the surging 
call that comes to the combat-hungry 
ifighter pilots astride their thunder
ous steeds. The will stiffens at thought 
of the rock-firm discipline of bomber 
crews inexorably grinding along on 
their missions, coolly slapping off the 
sharp stings of pursuit attack. Even 
the .vision swells with new breadth 

BATTERY AMPLIFIER 
(Continued) 

able one way described in March Radio 
World. 

Chassis 

Following our policy of economical 
construction, the chassis can be of 
wood, masonite, metal or a mixture. 
Small metal tins can be converted in
to a small chassis. Of course, don't 
try connecting earth returns of con
densers, resistors, etc., to a wood or 
:masonite chassis! (Jt has been done.) 
Coating wood with a metallic paint 
or a suspension of graphite will im
prove its shielding properties. 

The lay-out is not v.ery critical, so 
long as a little common sense is used. 
Don't put the input wires bang up 
against the output wires. If oscilla
tion is experienced, it may be elimin
ated by connecting a small condenser 
between each anode and the earth re
turn .. Reversing the leads to the A.F. 

in viewing the prosaic - at least so 
it seems to a high-flying angel-demon 
-- business of chauffeuring· men and 
material across trackless wasves of 
sea, desert and enemy-polluted air. 

If earth-bound groundlings thrill to 
their deeds, what then of the men 
who actually ride these warrior ves
sels of the sky? They are the pilots 
who steer the course, and th'e navi
gators who chart it, and the engin
eers who keep the eng'ines turning 

transformer primary is also helpful. 

Inverse Feedback 

A small amount of inverse feed
back can be obtained by coupling the 
grid and anode of each pentode sec
tion by a condenser and resistor in 
series. They need not be exactly the 
same on each side of the "push-pull" 
because the C.'T. transformer has quite 
a large balancing action. The conden
sers should be .0005 and .001 mfd. and 
of 600 volt working rating. The resis
tors ·can be between 1 and 5 megohm. 
Too much feedback is undesirable. 

'The results from this little job were 
amazing. To anyone not knowing the 
valves it seemed as if there were 2 
or 3 watts being pumped into the 
speaker. 

The circuit shown is for pick-up US'e .. 
For microphone work the other triode 
is used as an extra voltage amplifier. 
The results are even more amazing 
on microphone work. 

.------------------------------· _,, 

A
c+ 

A+ 
a- B+ 

90 
Circuit of the battery omplifler. Note that the triode portion of one! volve is left vacant 

and can be "sed as a• pre-amplifier for m'icrophone work if so desired. 

over and the bombardiers whose vital 
moment comes when the obj<ective is 
reached. And there the radiomen -
two in the air one on the ground for 
every medium bomber. · Their hearts, 
too, must swell with glory of their 
rol'e. What do they think about it all? 

You know the answer. In combat 
there's no time for ' thinking; then's 
the time for doing. But on the ground, 
before the flight, and most of all dur
ing the time of training while they 
ready themselves for the dangerous 
task ahead - that's when they think. 
At night, perhaps, waiting for sleep 
to reach one particular Army cot 
among all the millions of Army cots, 
or in the day, perhaps, patiently sit
ting out a ride on bus or train, wait
ing for it to end so that furlough can 
begin - then they live . or relive 
past or future engagements, as the 
case may be. 

'Take the radio-operator. He sees 
himself seated in an aluminium-and
canvas seat behind the 'engineer, tight
ly wedged in his form-fitting oper
ating position. The bomber rides high 
above blue water, but not too high too 
obscure its turbulence or the way its 
rim meets the haze of the sky. Th'ere 
are wisps of chmd drifting past, and 
down below there are what look like 
toy ships sailing in the blue pond. 

They look like toys, that is, but 
they are warships - enemy vessels 
that must b'e destroyed. Imperturb
ably the pilot changes course, the 
•bombardier clutches his bomb-release 
relay handles. 'The radio operator fing
ers his controls, !but his eyes stray 
now and again to glimpse the little 
he can of the spectacl<e that follows 
as the bomber reaches its objective, 
the bombardier sees the hairlines cross 
over a battleship through his rub
ber eyepiece, the open bomb bays dis
charge their catastrophic cargo and 
the white plumes burst around and on 
the enemy craft on the sea below. 

Then a lone fighter returning be
lat<edly from · patrol fl.ashes down out 
of the sun. "Enemy fighter coming in 
- man your guns," the pilot-com
mander's voice gruffs sharply over the 
inter-phone. The radio operator slides 
swiftry out of his seat and goes to 
his post in the waist of the ship. He 
slides the fuselag<e panel back and 
swings the muzzle of his .50-calibre 
machine gun sharply. Catching the 
enemy fighter in his ring sight, he 
squeezes the trigger in short, precise 
bursts while the fighter curves in, 
and leads it down. The gun spouts 
flashes of flame and the tracers make 
weirdly-aligned rows of spaced white 
dashes in the sky. Will that damned 
J ap come on forever? The radio
gunner steadies himself against the 

(Continued on page 26) 
--------------------------------------
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T.R.F. FOR LOCAL HI-FI. 
Constructional details of a simple 
4-tube set for the reception of 
local stations at excellent quality. 

W E have, several times in the 
past, commented on the super
ior tone of T.R.F. receivers 

as compared to superh'ets, and · the 
various T.R.F. designs we have pub
lished have been very popular and 
successful. We have also given the 
circuits of hi-fi T.R.F. receivers, but 
these have either required a multi
plicity of valves, or else the valves 
needed were American types almost 
unobtainable in Australia. 

In the circuit given here, each valw. 
is of a type made in Australia and 
th'ere are several alternative types 
for each. 

Tube Line-up 

As with most 4-tube T.R.F.'s the 
first valve is a singl'e R.F. amplifier 
and may be a 6U7G, 6K7G, 6D6, 58 
or 6K7GT. As there is only one R.F. 
stage, no gain must be wasted, so 
iron-cored coils are specified (although 
air-core coils have been used suc-

Surprising fidelity is obtoined with this simple mantel-model chassis. 

cessfully!). which has very low distortion. The 
The second tube is a detector which tube may IYe 6J7G, 6C6, 77 or 57. 

functions as an anode bend detector The detector is resistance-capacity 
with or without degeneration accord- coupled to the third or power-output 
ing to the position of the volume con- tube. To obtain a good output (over 4 
trol. watts) and retain sensitivity this 

On strong stations, the volume is valve needs to have a l~igh "slope" or 
reduced and degeneration is applied mutual-conductance, i.e., a small 
to the detector stage to make it act change in grid voltage must produce 

more as an "infinite impedance" typea large change in anode current. Suit-

25 

VALVES FOR "R." 
6%t~c.} 125 

6V6C. .; 200 

6F6C.j 350 
42 

e:; ~is FC. 

6Jv 

µ 
_____ _j 

Circuit for the receiver, showing the wide range ofl alternative valve types. 

The AustralCl'Sian Radio World, July, 1943. 

able valves are the EL3NG, 6AG8G 
and the 6V6G. These have "slopes" 
of 9, 9, and 4 ma per volt, respec
tively. 

The fourth, or rectifier valve, may 
be the good old 80 or its modern 
equivalent the 5Y3G. Other suitable 
valves are the 5Z3 larger in bul:b and 
requiring mo·re .filament current and 
the 5V 4G which gives a high'er out
put voltage. Other rectifiers are the 
5W4G, -5Y4G and 5Z4. 

Speaker 

It is of no use building a hi-fi set 
if you feed its output into a midget 
speaker, nor is it of any use feed
ing it into a large 12-inch sp'eaker, 
if the speaker field is only half-ener
gised. An 8-inch speaker is the larg
est suitable for a Mantel cabinet and 
its field can easily be energised to th'e 
optimum value. About 6 watts are 
available for the field so the speaker 
can be a Rola F8, an Amplion 7E13 or 
a Magnavox 968 or 188. The field re
sistance can be anywhere between 
1500 and 2000 ohms. The latter gives 
more field excitation and greater 
sensitivity (i.e., higher <efficiency) and 
better tone, but also causes a very 
slight reduction in power output. 

In practice 1000 to 2500 ohms is 
quite O.K. 

The speaker transformer should 
match the voice-coil and output valve 
as regards ratio (5000 ohms for 6V6G, 
7000 ohms for EL3NG, or 6AG8G) and 

(Continued on next page) 
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J. H.MAGRATH 
REGRETS -

that he is temporarily 

unable to give his clients 

the prompt, comprehensive 

service they are used to 

from this progressive house. 

Defence requirements are 

absorbing the bulk of our 

restricted supplies, so as 

to more speedily achieve 

Victory, and lead to a 

r e s u m p t io n o f o u r 

pleasant trading relations 

with you 

- -

BUT KEEP MAGRATH IN MIND 

FOR-Marquis Moulded Products. 

-Brittanie Radio Parts. 

-Aegis Power Trans., Kits, etc. 

-University Test Equipment. 

-Western Cabinets. 

And our · address 

208 LITTLE LONSDALE STREET, MELBOURNE 

Phones: Cent, 3688 and 4414 
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Hl-'Fl 
(Continued) 

should have plrenty of inductance So 
that the bass response is full. 

Cabinet !Design 

In order to provide sufficient baffle 
and sufficient loading, and this is 
necessary to prevent the speaker dam
aging itself, as well as for good re
sponse, the rear of the cabinet should 
be covered by a sheet of ply or mas
onite,. 'except for a gap of about an 
inch at the end farther from the 
speaker. Thie inside· of the cabinet 
jo.ins could be covered with a mix
ture of sawdust and thin-glue to elim
inate buzz. With regard to buzz it is 
also a good idea to put a spot of 
paint at the ·edges of the coil cans, 
any joins in the chassis and around 
the mountings of the transformer and 
speaker. Th'e dial sometimes needs at
tention,. too. 

The inside top of the cabinet should 
be reinforced with one or two bat
tens, or else covered with the saw
dust-glue mixture. Avoid thin cabin
ets. The back (which must be remov
able) can be perforated with a num
ber of fine holes to reduce resonance. 
Attention to details like these is just 
as important as the correct choice of 
circuit valu'es. 

Layout 
The 60 ma. power transformer is 

mounted vertically to conserve space. 
Part of the chassis is chopped away 
to make room for the larger speaker. 
Both coils are mounted above the 
chassis, their cans and the <earthed 
frame of the gang, acting as an ef
fective shield between the first two 
tubes. Our particular gang had a 
built-in epicyclic drive, but there is 
enough room for a conventional drum
and-cord drive. If this is us'ed,, the fi
delity control is moved over nearer 
the speaker. 

Fidelity Control 
In place of the usual high-cut tone 

control we substituted a "fidelity
control" which cuts both highs and 
lows simultaneously, thereby preserv
ing a balanced effect. The action of 
this control was described in Austral
asion Radio World for November, 
1942. Other controls descr1bed in our 
famous series of "Ideas in Circuits" 
may be used. 

Four-Volt Valves 
There are a number of 4-volt A.C. 

valves still available and if a suit
able transformer is obtained, then 
there is no reason why they cannot 
be used. 

Suitable R.F. tubes are S4VB, AF2, 
AF3 and VP4. For the detector, the 
E452T, S4VA, SP4, S4VB or AF7 
could be used. The output could bre an 
AL3, Pen4VA, MPT4 or AL2. 

The Australasian 'Radio World, July, 1943. 



TELEVISION 
T ELEVISION, so far as the be

ginner or general student is con
cerned, has been the subject of 

manv technical articles and books 
which have frequently been so involv
ed with math·ematical formulas that 
they were very difficult to understand. 
An attempt has been made to present 
some of the interesting and important 
angles of television so that the aver
age reader can understand them. 

Eye a Good Example 

The human eye and the mechanism 
connecting it with the sight-centre in 
the brain represents a very perfect 
form of television and one toward 
which all of our best engineering re
s•earch is directed. The illustration, 
·fig. 1, shows in simplified form how 
the image of an object or a scene is 
viewed by the lens of the eye and 
focussed on the light-sensitive layer 
known as the retina, located at the 
rear of the ey.eball. Note that the im
age flashed on the retina is inverted, 
but when this imag<e is interpreted by 
the sight-centre in the brain, it is 
seen rightside up. Here we see a per
fect television system in actual opera
tion. Nature has done a much better 
job that we have, so far. 

The optic nerve carries the image 
flashed on the retina to the sight
centre in the brain, at which point 
we mentally perceive the image. This 
optic nerve is composed of about two 
million different fibres, or subdivisions, 
corresponding to the wires ·Of a tele
phone cables. (Incidentally the trans
fer of the image along the optic nerve 
is now believed to be electric in nat
ure.) Nature's television system in 
the form of the human eye gives us 
a very perfect reproduction of an im
age, and the young television student 
may well ask why -our engineers do 

~··-~""'~;;--® 
LENSOISC ~ 

-8 B- ~~~~~ 

SWEEP COILS LENSES @ 
tWf/ I.-? - .. 

~ \.;. 

•SC- CATMOOE·l!AV LAAGE ,,_.- j 
TUBE IMAGE 
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not follow the same system for our 
present-day television apparatus. 

As a matter of fact, the first at
t•empt at a laboratory demonstration 
of television, or the projection of an 
image over a wire circuit, used this 
self-same principle. The fly in the 
ointment is that the subdivisions of 
the light-sensitive surface in the hu
man •eye are so great in number (ap
proximately two million) that it would 
be a very impractical solution of our 
television problems if we attempted 
to use two million wires to connect the 
various light-sensitive C'ells (see fig. 
4) with the image reproducing units 
at the other end of the circuit. As 
early as 1908, Ruhmer actually dem
onstrated the transference of the im
age of a simple figure in th•e manner 
shown in fig. 4. But in any case, he 
was only able to use a relatively small 
number of light-sensitive cells (the 
slow-acting selenium cells were the 
only ones availab1'e at the time), and 
only the simplest and crudest sort of 
figures (really shadowgraphs) 
could b·e reproduced at the far 
end of the circuit. In some of these 
early television experiments the trans
lating units at th•e receiver were 
simply small electric lamps. 

Light-Sensitive Units 

Figs. 2 and 3 show how the modern 
light-sensitive unit known as a photo
electric cell makes it po3sible to trans
mit different gradations of light and 
shadow electrically over a wire or 
radio circuit. There are different types 
of photo-cells, a number of which are 
self-generating; that is when a light 
is flashed on the cell, the photo
chemical effect is such that an elec
tric current is produc•ed and this ef-

(Continued on next poge) 
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\ TELEVISION 
------ (Continued) 

WITH 
AN EYE 

TO THE FUTURE 
"Speed-up" in the War Ef
fort Programme has hasten
ed not only production but 
technical research. Radio as 
a whole has made tremen
dous strides, and Radiokes, 
"The name to know in 
Radio", has kept we11 up in 
front. 
Radiokes are proud that the 
Army and Navy have seen 
fit to make first call on their 
production, thus confirming 
the high repute in which 
Radiokes' products have 
been held by engineers and 
technicians alike for the last 
twenty years. 
When "That Man is Dead 
and Gone" Radiokes will 
lead the field in production 
of new and better compon
ents, serving the constructor 
and manufacturer with just 
the same high standard of 
quality that has always 
made Radiokes supreme in 
radio. 

RIDIOKES 
PTY. LTD. 

P.O. BOX 90- BROADWAY-SYDNEY 

feet can be read directly on a meter 
as shown in fig. 2. 

Another elementary stage in the 
story of television is that shown in 
fig. 3, where variations in the degree 
of light flash•ed on the photo-electric 
cell are passed through an amplifier, 
and these amplified currents caused to 
produce variations of light in a neon 
iamp. Up until the advent of the cath
ode-ray television system at present in 
vogue, th•e neon lamp was very useful 
as it worked sufficiently fast to per
mit its use in high-speed scanning, 
which was not the case with filament 
type lamps. The neon bulb merely has 
two insulated wires projecting into 
a glass bulb containing neon gas. 

What is Scanning? 

At this point we come to thre sub
ject of scanning, the bugaboo of many 
purists in television research who be
lieve that our physicists should be 
able to provide us with instantaneous 
transmission, without having to scan 
an object line by line. We have seien 
from the foregoing discussion that if 
we were to have an image pick-up 
unit provided with 200 cells in a row 
and 200 rows, that we would have to 
have 40,000 wires connecting the 
40,000 light crell's with a similar num
ber of lamps at the image reproduc
ing end of the circuit. Keep in mind 
that today we are scanning with 441 
lines and we are only now reproduc
ing a fairly respectable image, so far 
as the fidelity of detail is conc•erned. 
Multiply 400 x 400 and we find that 
160,000 wires or short-wave frequency 
channels woul'd have to be utilised for 
the instantaneous transmission of an 
image, if scanning was not to be re· 
sorted to. 

Now glance at fig. 5, and we se'e 
that if we could scan the image sub
divisions, such as or points, 1, 2, 3, 4, 
etc., fast enough so that the eye could 
not detect it, in the end we would ob
tain the same effect as if we had 
provid•ed the immense number of wires 
required for instantaneous transmis
sion of the image. This is a clever 
subterfuge of our television engineers 
and the first attempts at rapidly scan
ning an image in this fashion were 
made by Nipkow. He did not attempt 
electrical scanning, but he provided 
a means of optically scanning! the im
age by means of a whirfing disc con
taining a spiral of holes as shown in 
fig. · 5. A study of this picture shows 
that as the number 1 hole on the disc 
moves across the image, it will des
cribe a path coV'ering' the top part 
of the forehead. Next, as the disc con
tinues to rotate, No. Z hole scans a 
second path just below path No. 1. 
Likewise the 3rd hole will scan an
other path which might take in the 
eyes, etc. Thre number of holes in the 

disc determines the fidelity of the re
produced image. 

Some of the early experiments with 
scanning discs by Baird and others 
emploved as low as 24 ho1'es, but this 
gives 'a coarse reproduction, lacking 
in the finer details. Later 40 hole 
scanning was tried and then we had 
60 hole discs. A disc containing as 
high as 100 holes was tried out by the 
Bell Laboratories, ten years ago, and 
a V'ery excellent image · was reproduc
ed. However, there was always a lack 
of fine detail and television engineers 
continuously stepped up the number 
of lines by which the image was scan
ned, until it has finally reach•ed 441 
lines; 800 lines and more have been 
predicted for the future. 

If you examin·e any reproduction of 
a photograph in this magazine with a 
magnifying glass, you will find that 
the picture is made' up of a series of 
dots of diff•erent sizes. A similar effect 
takes pl'ace in the scanning of a tele
vis.ion image, whether it is by means 
of a rapidly revolving scanning disc 
or one of the new cathode-ray scan
ning tubes. 

Scanning Devices Must be 
Synchronised 

It goes without question, of cours•e, 
that the scanning device used. at the 
transmitter must be synchronised or 
maintained in perfect step at all times 
with the scanning device used at the 
rec•eiver. If scanning discs containing 
a spiral of holes, of the same number 
at both the transmitter and receiver 
are employed, then the discs have to 
be driven by synchronous motors 
which' will rotate them at exactly thre 
same number of revolutions per min
ute. 

Referring to fig. 6, we see a simple 
circuit for tel~vision by means of a 
scanning disc. The person or object 
whose image is to be transmitted by 
television is illuminated by one or 
more powerfuf lamps, and the reflect
ed light rays pass through the open
ings in the scanning disc onto a light
sensitive device, such as a photo-elec
tric cell. Thre light pulsations are 
transformed into varying electric cur
rents and these pass through an am
plifier of several stages and finally ar
rive at the receiving station. Here 
the impulses may have to be ampli
,fired again, and the fluctuating elec
tric currents corresponding to the 
light variations at the transmitter, 
are, for example, fed into a neon 
lamp. In front of the neon tube werre 
placed a scanning disc containing the 
same number of holes as th•e one at 
the transmitter. If we look at the neon 
lamp through this whirling disc and 
its spiral of holes, the face of the 
person in front of the transmitter will 
be seen. The size of the rreproduced 
image will depend, of course, upon the 

(Continued on page 20) 
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FORTY-WATT AMPLIFIER 
A SERIES of powerful amplifiers 

with powers ranging from 35 
to 44 watts has been built up, 

and the circuit shown here is typical 
of all of them. All amplifier design is 
a compromise between cost, volume, 
gain, hum lievel, fidelity, etc. Fo,r ex
ample, it is easy to design and build 
a powerful amplifier of good fidelity, 
but the hum level is apt to be a bit 
high unless a fair bit of cash goes 
into the filter system. If the hum 
level in a 3-watt amplifier is as high 
as -40' db., it doesn't matter, but 40 
db., below 40 watts is 4 milliwats, 
quite audible when there is no music 
or spe,ech. 

Fidelity Problems 

The output transformer is often 
one of the biggest snags in obtaining 
good fidelity. To prevent loss of true 
bass, the primary must haV'e plenty 
of inductance and this means plenty 
of turns, whilst this in turn means 
saturation of the core unless the core 
is very large. All this boils down to 
one thing: expense. The core must be 
large and there must be plenty of 
wire, thick enough to carry not only 
the D.C. to the plates, but also the 
A.'C. produced at full volume. Luckily 
with ABl, Bl (and B2) operation, the 
D.C. component almost vanishes when 
the A.C. component is a maximum. In 
a couple . of amplifiers, heavy duty 
de luxie Amplion speaker transformers 
were used in parallel. These will 
handle quite a large power, although 

the connecting of two in parallel re
duces the effective inductance. 

The push-pull' audio transformer is 
not particularly critical in design as 
it is of the usual Class A, or Class 
AB, pattern with no D.C. flowing in 
either primary or secondary and prac
tically no A.C. either. A suitable 
transformer may be made by wind
ing three "pies" of 4500 turns each 
on an old midget power transformer 

Full details of a 20:..watt 
ampl ifier are scheduled 

for NEXT ISSUE. 

core. The wire could be any gauge 
from 38 to 44 so, long as it will fit in. 
The outer pies are the secondary. A 
Ferranti AF50G goes very nicely. 

Some of the jobs used four 6L6G 
beam tubes in push-pull parallel, 
whilst others used a set of four 6B5 
or 6N6G tubes, which are twin-triodes 
internally coupled, the output sections 
being in Class AB2 as grid current 
flows at all times. The input sections 
are in Class ABl, so no grid current 
flows through the coupling transform
er. Th•ere was no perceptible differ
ence to th•e ear between the tone of 
the pentode or triode jobs at low 
volumes, though a curious effect was 

noticed when incorrect speakier loads 
were connected. With triode output, 
too large a load produC'ed distortion 
similar to too small a load with beam 
or pentode tubes. 

Screen Voltages 

With beam tubes, it was decid<ed to 
run the screens at the. same potential 
as the anodes, thereby doing away 
with dropping resistors, a filter con
denser,. qleed resistors, etc., all in 
Oll'e go. Also the anode dissipations 
are reduced and there is less drain on 
the power supply due to Meed current 
being practically absent. The bias for 
the output tubes is obtained from a 
cathode resistor actually made up of 
numb•er of low voltage resistors wired 
in parallel. This is quite a good idea 
as most wire-wound resistors are 
rated at least 100 per cent over 
their true valuie. (A notable excep
tion to this is, of course, the famous 
IRC type, but alas, they're so good 
you can't always get them!) We re
cently had a certain pale blue resistor 
labelled 5 watts go after 4 hours at 
2.8 watts, so beware! 

Pentode-Transformer Coupling 

'The use of a transformer after a 
pentode is sure to cause doubts in 
the minds of some theorists, but look 
again. There is not only a resistor 
across the primary (the anode resistor 
of the pentode) but th'ere is also a 

( Conti!nued on next page) 
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40-W A TTE ll (Continued) it is not generaiiy known that a 
certain famous factory used a trans
former after a screen-grid valve and 
still produced sets of outstanding tone. 
However, the transformer must be a 
good one. 

damping resistor across each side 
of the secondary. By the way, these 
damping resistors need not be accur
ately matched, providing the P.,P. 
transformer is genuinely C.T. right 
at the centre. Choice of Output Operation 

Also, there is a grid stopper in 
series with ieach control grid to pre
vent tube c·apacity tuning the second
ary to a resonant frequency in the 
upper register. 

Beam-tube enthusiasts may ask 
why do we not use just a pair of 
tubes in Class AB2 op·eration, there
by obtaining 60 watts. Well, there 
are plenty of answers to that: first, 

Greatly magnified cross-section of 
finished IRC Type BT Insulated Re
sistor, showing the unique internal con
struction. Element is completely sealed 
by moulded, insulat-
ing phenolic. Leads 
anchored inside in
sulation cannot turn 
or pull loose. 

INSULATION (AS SUCH) 

is only Part of the Story 
The IRC Insulated Resistor was designed fram the 

ground up for what it is -- an integral, scientifically 
constructed unit offering a new and distinctly different 
approach to resistance engineering problems. 

IRC resistor insulation did not come in the nature 
of an afterthought. It did not come as something 
added to an old and possibly outmoded type of resis
tor construction. 

/RC insulation is far more than ::in insulator. It 
assures humidity characteristics hitherto unobtained. 
It facilitates rapid, low cost resistor mr~nufacture. It 
anchors the leads. It seals the unit from end to end. 
Above all, it simplifies and modernises the use of 
an exclusive resistance principle that has proved its 
superiority since the early days of Radio - the famous 
filament type of resistance element. 

Insulation is highly important in itself, ta be sure. 
But it is only part of the story. Not this protection 
but what it protects is the fina I determin ing factor 
of quality - and here /RC Insulated Resistor con
struction reigns supreme. 

you don't get 60 watts in practice, 
owing to power supply regulation not 
being perfect. Second, you chuck 
away enormous quantiti.es of juice on 
bleeder and/ or stabilising systems. 
Third, you have two extra valves -
a power driver and a bias rectifier. 
Fourth, Class AB2 pentode tone is 
not so hot. Fifth, hum level is high 
as only a single choke and condenser 
are ger;•erally used in the higher-vol
tage supply of a Class AB2 amplifier. 
Sixth, it's very difficult to design a 
really hi-fi Class AB2 transformer
impossible for some valve combina
tions. Seventh (.isn't that enough?) 
it's a darn sight cheaper, easier, sim
pler and more efficient to use four 
tubes in Class AB! with equal screen 
and anode voltages than two in Class 
AB2. 

Portability 

The last of these chassis (not quite 
complete yet, as we are waiting on 
a suitable output transformer) is 
built on a chassis measuring only 
14! by 7% inch·es. Controls and one 
input are on the front. Three output 
sockets and the microphone input are 
along the back. 

Some Notes 

The 6N6G output valves are drawn 
as tetrodes, their base connections 
th•en reading the same as 6L6G, 6V6G 
·or similar beam power valves. The 
6B5's can be used as output tubes, if 
available, but the sockets and con
nections will then be as though type 
42 pentodes were being usoed. 

To us·e 6L6G type beam power 
valves in the output section it is only 
necessary to use 175 ohms for the 
main bias resistor and reduce the high 
tension voltagie to about 335 volts by 
inserting a 10 henry 175 milliamp 
choke, as indicated by a cross on the 
circuit schematic. 

Push-pull microphone input can be 
obtained by using the two lower pins 
of the plug. This is suitable for either 
crystal or ribbon type microphones. 

The audio frequency coupling trans
formier is standard 1 to 4 (overall) 
step-up ratio, class A or ABl, push
pull type, with a primary inductance 
as high as possible. With 100 henries 
for a primary there should be a good 
low noile response. 

Remember that it is useless to ex
pect to have thoe full power output 
unless the speakers and output trans
formers are capa:ble of handling it. 

Next month we hope to detail an 
amplifier designed to deliver an un
distorted output of about 20 watts, 
but using a power transform-er with 
a current rating of only 100 ma. 
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BATTERY CHARGER FROM SPEAKER PARTS 
The total cost of the original 

charger was only 5/-. 

A GOOD little battery charger is 
a mighty handy piece of equip
ment to have around the house 

and one can be made. up quite simply 
if an old-type speaker can be picked 
up from a junk merchant. 

What with petrol rationing and 
frosty mornings, the car battery is 
almost sure to become run-down and 
a little boosting is a great help. 

To the radio deal•er who can get a 
few batteries to charge it is a source 
of considerable profit. 

Junk Parts Used 

Being in a bit of a spot with a 
fiat battery recently, we looked 
around and managed to pick up an 
old Magnavox speaker for 5/-. The 
cone had be•en completely busted, and 
the speaker appeared to be of no 
use, but we noted the original metal 
rectifier and transformer. Mounting 
these two units up on a piece of wood 
as shown in photograph, we made a 
battery charger with a current out
put of about an ampere, and we 
found that this was all that was neces
sary to hitch on to the car battery 

A photograph of the charger which was made from a junk speaker rectifier and transformer. 

RADIOTH ERM ICS 

High-frequency induction heat has 
taken the place of gas heat in the 
soldering of crystal units used in war
radio equipment manufactured by the 
Electronics Department of the Gen
eral Electric Go. 

Explaining the change-over, J. P. 
Jordan, G-E engineer, points out that 
the soldering of the shell of the crys
tal unit to its base proved a critical 
operation when performed with gas 
ring burners. 

for about 12 hours at a time to bring 
it u~ to fighting trim to deal with the 
frosty motor. 

Originally designed to put about 
six watts into the field coil of the 
speaker, th•e power transformer has 
a rating of somewhere around a safe 

a two-turn inductor coil and a per
forated airblast ring nozzle. Heat is 
induced in. the metal of the unit for a 
few seconds, after which a cooling air 
blast is operated for ten seconds. The 
entire sequence is automatically tim
ed to assure uniform seals. During 
the h•eating cycle, the operator twists 
the shell slightly to assure uniform 
distribution of the solder. 

-Radio (U .S.A.). • AERIAL DESIGN 
"Th<e crystal is mounted on a brack- Technique and methods improve as 

et inside a metal shell similar to that experience is gained. Much has been 
of a vacuum tube. The bracket is learned, for example, about the design 
mounted on a base or 'header,' the of aerial's, and how to construct them, 
shell assembled over it and soldered so that they shin•e, or radiate, a beam 
in place. If th•e header is overheated, of the right width and depth, and as 
or heated too slowly, the heat is con- nearly as possible at the right angle 
duct•ed up the bracket to the crystal, to the earth, so that they will be re
sometimes causing· internal distortion. fleeted back to earth by the ionosphere 
There is also a possibility! of injuri- and arrive in that part of the world 
ous effects due to products of high for which th<ey are intended. 
temperature gas combustion. Discussing the future of shortwave 

"The above difficulties proved ex- broadcasting, Sir Noel Ashbridge, the 
tremely hard to control when the sol- BBC's controller of engineering, says 
dering op<eration was performed by that if the progress in the next 10 
gas ring burners. But with the use of years is anything like that in the last 
a vacuum-tube oscillator, these diffi- 10 years, we may look forward to 
culties have been largely overcome." the day wh•en reception from far-off 

The crystal unit is placed in a fix- countries .is almost as good as from 
ture which locates it with respect to the local station. 
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margin beyond this, and may get a 
little warm on constant load, but this 
is not serious. 

Charging Rate 

The one-amp charging rate is a 
little on the slow side for the quiok 
charging of car batteries with a hun
dred amp-hour rating, meaning that 
(theoretically) a fiat battery would 
take about 100 hours to fully charge. 
In practice, however, a fiat battery is 
seldom really flat to· a point of zero, 
nor does it need to be charged to 
maximum in order to give good ser
vice. 

On the .other hand, the low charg
ing rat•e is a definite advantage in 
the case of radio batteries of the 
smaller types and for motor cycle 
batteries. A low charging rate is 
good for batteries of this type and 
often enough a battery which is play
ing up will have a most favourable 
reaction to a long slow charge. 

Connections 
The conm:ctions are exactly the 

same as originally used for the speak
er, the a.c. going into the primary of 
the transformer, the secondary out
put being fed into the metal rectifrer 
and the output of the rectifier fed 
into the battery with due regard to 
correct polarity. In order to allow ade
quate ventilation, we suggest mount
ing tl:re two components on a base as 
shown, with foolproof rflexible power 
lead for the transformer primary and 
a pair of heavy leads with battery 
clips for the output. The clips should 
have their polarity marked clearly 
with red and black paint. 
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• • • • • • but civilian requirements of 
Australian-made Radiotrons have not been 
neglected. Most widely used types are 
available. but if the particular valve you 
want is not obtainable. consult your 
Radiotron dealer regarding an alternative 
type. 

Radio Iron 
THE WORLD'S STANDARD RADIO VALVE 

Buy •••• 
£10 National Savings Bonds 
and War Savings Certificates. 

AMALGAMATED WIRELESS VALVE CO. PTY. LTD. 
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DESIGNS FOR TR.ANS POSED AERIALS 
This article describes how to build a ·Transposed Aerial that 
will resonate to the desired frequencies. Many pointers of 
inte.rest to the short-wave listener and to the experimenter 

in general are given. 

BELIEVE it or not, a short-wave 
aerial has to be more effici<Emt 
than an ordinary broadcast sta

tion aerial. The reason for this is 
that ·broadcast receivers have very 
high gain because of the low fre
quencies employed, while short-waV'e 
.receivers haven't a very high gain. If 
you wish good results from distant 
stations, you will have to use a good 
aerial .ori your short-wave receiver. 
This is easy to· see if you will ccinsid•er 
these facts: An ordinary midget type 
broadcast receiver will receive very 
well at broadcast frequencies, but it 
is practically dead at short waves, un
less a good ant•enna is used with it. 
The same applies to practically any 
average short-wave receiver. 

It is of course true that a short
wave receiver ev.en with an ordinary 
aerial will receiV'e from a very great 
distance. But it is also true that the 
same receiver will give very much bet
ter results when a good aerial is used. 

Transposition Aerials 
The so-called transposition aerial 

has a . great advantage in that it is 
resonant to the received waves at cer
tain frequencies and so the pick-up is 
much better. This aerial also has a 
directional effect because it is norm
ally mounued horizontally, although it 
could be mounted vertically. 

The design of this type of antenna 
differs. There are, however, so many 
factors that determine the value of 
an aerial, that there is litUe use in 

· splitting hairs over matches and mis
matches. I personally don't care 

· whether my aerial is exactly matched 
or not because, since it is fixed in 
space, and as no one knows where the 

· desired waves are to come from next, 
there is little use in trying for such 
great perfection. 

· The aerial of Fig. 1 is about as 
good as the high-priced variety for 
general use. If you really wished to 
make use of the directional effect, and 
had to use a horizontal aerial because 
you could not use a high pole, use the 
idea at A in Fig. 1. This is simply 
two transposition aerials. One of these 
proceeds north and south, and the 

. other is arranged for east a~d west 
reception. Each of these is the same 

.· as the large aerial shown in Fig. 1. 
The c•entrepiece can be two dowel rods 
crossing each other, or a square piece 
of . three-ply veneer with four holes 
iii it. Dip the wood in melted paraffin. 
The insulators in the Fig, 1 aerial are 
short lengths of dowel rod dipped 
into melted paraffin, and each about 

six or so inches long. Drill the ends 
of the rods with a small drill. 

Theory 
A transposition a•erial is nothing 

more than an attempt to raise a neces
sarily short aerial high into the air, 
realise the advantages of position, but 
without detracting from its efficiency 
by the use of a then necessarily long 
lead-in. The lead-in in the usual aerial 
adds to the wavelength of the aerial, 
but. not so in the case of a transposi
tion aerial. The explanation of this is 
shown in Fig. 2. A is a simple hori
z·ontal aerial. B is the same aerial 
divided at its centre while C is th•e 
same aerial as A but with a coil at 
the centre. Such a coil is nec•essary in 
practical aerials for coupling purposes. 
This coil "loads" the aerial and so the 
two halves of the aerial are then 
somewhat shorter. 

If there is some way of coupling 
this aerial to a receiver, without short
ening it (it is short enough already 
because of the short wavelength), the 
advantages of position can be realised. 
At E, there is an aerial as a:t A, but 
the entire aerial has to be used as a 
lead-in to the receiver! At D, two 
insulated wires have been attached 
and Cl'ossed o·ver, or "transposed,'' so 
that the inductance of th·e lead-in can
cels out and, in effect, the. lead-in is 
non-existent so far as changing the 
aerial-electrical constants is. concern
ed. The transposition aerial receives 
its name from the transposed lead that 
connects it to the receiver or trans-

® 
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mitter. In diagram D of Fig. 2, the 
coil L is now at the foot of the aerial 
where it can be coupled to the receiver 
or to thre transmitter. 

If this aerial was designed for 
ordinary broadcast reception, you 
could adjust it to the centre of the 
broadcast band and realise an advan
tage over a rather wide range of fre
quencies because any a•erial is rather 
broad tuning. At short waves, the 
range to be covered is very extensive 
so that any such fixed turned aerial 
would net be a full solution to our 
problem. 

The Short-Wave Problem 

To show you what a problem con
fronts you, it can be stated that a 
resonant aerial covering the full short
wave spectrum is almost a practical 
impossibility. This problem is worse 
than the tuned circuit problem in the 
short-wave receiver. In short-wave 
receivers, different coils have to be 
used at different frequencies, and the 
problem can be solvied because you 
have. small units, coils and condenser, 
to work with. But try and tune an 
aerial over that tremendous short
wave range when you can't get at it! 

There would be an advantage in do
ing it; in fact, I believe ordinary short 
wave reception would go ahead with 
a "bang," if everyone could see what 
a tremendous advantage a tuned aerial 
that could tune to any desired short
wave would be. When you buy a trans
position aerial you usually are getting 
perhaps the lYest the technical experts 
can give you, at quite an expense. 

But even these aerials are far short 
of what we would like to have on our 
an wave sets. Did you ever try the 

(Continued on next page) 
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AERIALS 
(Continued) 
transposition a>erial designed for 
short waves on your br·oadcast receiv
er? Don't seem to work so good; not 
made for broadcast. 

Some people forgot all about aer
ials, and started to let short lengths 
of wire dangle to the floor and carpet 
when the high-gain rec>eivers came in. 
But, to reduce that noise in the back
ground, it would be a lot better to 
increase the size of the aerial, and 
set the volume control back! A good 
aerial is an asset on any set for all
round results. Ever want a station 
HlOO miles away, and couldn't g·et it 
because the aerial just wasn't right 
(at broadcast frequencies)? A good 
aerial might bring it in consistently. 
Even if you have a midget receiver, 
the selectivity of which is not so good 
with a long aerial, you can use a 
longer aerial if you use a small single 
pole double throw s·witch to cut it out 
for local reception. 

Transposition Aerial Improvements 
Some modifications have been made 

in transposition aerials to improve re
sults or to make them applicable to 
all-wave conditions, but these have 
been omitted. This article considers 
only simple practical aerials for gen
•eral use at sho-rt waves. 

The transposition aerial is quite a 
p·erfect form of aerial in many re
spects. It is a very good all-round 
type. It has only one disadvantage; 

it is way up in the air and will only 
resonate over a comparatively limited 
range of frequencies. The thing to 
do, then, is to design the aerial for 
the frequency band you desire to use. 
Then the aerial will operate at the 
highest efficiency at th•e frequencies 
you wish to receive. 

iDesign of Practical Aerial 
A transposition aerial is, theoreti

cally, as shown in Fig. 1, of a. definite 
length across the top. The length 
should be one half of the wavelength 
at which the aerial is to be reson
ant. There are chances of making 
some error so the resonant frequency 
will not fall where it is desired, hence 
a measuring scheme has been develop
ed to resonate the aerial to the de
sired frequency. Make a coil as shown 
in Fig. 1 and couple the receiver to 
the coupling coil. Then, raise the hori
zontal aerial into place and adjust 
the transposed lead-in to the desired 
length. Everything is then ready, but 
the top length may not be correct. Be 
s~re you have the same length of 
wire (No. 12 .enamel is good) in each 
half of the top section. The poles or 
whatever holds the two ends of the 
horizontal wire should be of a suf
ficient distance apart, when the an
tenna is resonant. But this is exactly 
what we want the aerialto do no mat
ter what receiver we are going to· use 
with the aerial. 
Adjustment of Transpositian Aerial 

.Suppos•e that you wanted an aerial 
that would resonate to a band of fre-
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quencies centering around a wave
length of 20 metres. The total to·p 
length (the total length of th•e two 
halves) will be 10 metres (.5 wave). 
There. are 3.28 feet in a metre, hence 
the total top length will be 10 times 
-3.28 or 32.8 f'eet, because it should be 
10 metres long; this is 16.4 feet each 
side of the centre insulator. The two 
halves should be of the same length. 
Make the two halves each 16.4 feet 
and rais•e the aerial into place. Make 
the coupling ooil and have everything 
in place before you make any meas
urements. 

The total length of the aerial will 
probably be too long. In Fig. 3, bring 
the aerial coil, C, next to the coil, P, 
and · tune th'e regenerative receiver 
past 20 metres. You will probably 
notice that part of the dial is "dead" 
or the receiver will not oscillate at 
24 metres and for quite a distance on 
each side if the coils are close to
gether. The aerial is too long on each 
side. Drop the. aerial by means of the 
two pulleys and clip off about 6 inches 
from each outer end next to the insu
lator. Raise the aerial into place again. 
and again test it for resonant fre
quency. Lower the aerial, and cut off 
another smaU l'ength at each end. Re
peat this process until the aerial reso-
nates at 20 metres. · 

Reduced Coupling 
By reducing the coupling between 

G and P in Fig .3, the exact point of 
r•esonance can be located. This trans
p·osition aerial can then be used with 
the circuit of Fig. 3 or with any other 
set having an input coil. But remem
ber that the resonant frequency of 
the aerial may change if you change 
the coil C or the transposed leads at 
the high frequencies. Always have 
everything that is to be connected to 
the aerial in place 'before measure
ments are made. It is perhaps true 
that many experimenters build aerials 
to specification ,but find, after they 
try them, that they do not work any 
better. If you expect to get g-0od re
sults, and to be sure of what you are 
doing, you will have to !>earn to make 
some measurements. Working in the 
dark is exactly what you are doing if 
you are comparing aerials or the re
sults from aerials which you have 
taken no time to actually measure. 
The transposition aerial is a very 
valuabl'e addition to any short-wave 
s et and it should be carefully adjust
ed while in place, and some measure
ments made to see if the aerial has 
been properly designed. If the aerial 
resonates to some other frequency 
than the one you intended it to reso- · 
nate to, you might as well use just a 
short wire a>erial. But if you take a 
few measurements and know exactly 
what frequencies the aerial operates 
best on, I believe you will be surprised 
at the fine results that can be ob-

( Continued on page 1 8) 
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THE EFFECTS OF LOAD 
How the plate resistor or speaker impedance affects the gain, 
voltag.e output, power output for triode, tetrode and pentode valves. 

In any valve circuit the plate or 
anode is connected through some com
ponent, usually a resistor, transformer 
winding or loudspeaker to the posi
tive side of the high-tension suppply. 
(There are a few odd circuits where 
no component appears, but either the 
screen-grid is acting as an anode, or 
the component is connected betwe'en 
the cathode and the other side of the 
H.T. supply). The valve generates a 
fluctuating current in this component 
producing thereby a dissipation ·Of 
pO!Wer in the component. The imped
ance of the component to the fluc
tuating current is called the anode 
load. It may be inductive, capacitive 
or resistive or a combination of two, 
in nature, but ini this article it will be 
assumed to be mainly resistive and 
its value in ohms will b'e denoted by 
RL. The voltage developed across RL 
will be equal to the product of RL 
and the value of the fluctuating cur
rent in amperes. This would indicate 
that the higher RL is, the greater the 
voltage output, but there is one fac
tor not yet considered. 

Plate Resistance of Valve 

In Figure 1, a resisto·r is shown in
side the valve, conn'ected in series 
with the plate or anode. This resistor 
to be denoted in future by RP is the 

R __. 
I. 

'" 

A.C. impedance, or plate resistance 
of the valve. Normally, it is not shown 
in circuits but it is there just th'e 
same (not an actually pigtail resis
tor, of course; just a property of the 
valve!) and part of the voltage gener-

ated is across RP so that the voltage 
across RL is reduced. 

If u = amplifi,cation factor of valve, 
then th'e effective gain is given by: 

RL 
M = u X---

R.P + RL 
If RL is very large,1 then M is al

mo,;t equal to u. The same thing ap
plies if RP is very small. It's the ratio 
that counts. Unfortunately, the an
ode resistance (RP) of most valves is 
not constant, but increases when RL is 
increased. 

Power Output 
The power dissipated in a resistor 

is given by .P = E' /R wher,e P is 
the power in watts,. R the resistance 
in ohms and E the potential difference 
between its ends in volts. 

If P is to be large, E must be large 
and, therefore, RL must be large. 
But if RL (the R of the power formu
la) is large, the power is reduced! 
A compromise is necessary. 

For an "ideal Ariode," i.e., one 
which had equally spaced, parallel, 
straight lines for its plate character
istics, the maximum output is ob
tained when the output impedance RL 
is 'equal to, or slightly greater than 
the internal plate resistance RP. 

If RL = RP, such a combination 
would have an efficiency of 1/6 or 
16-2/3 p'er cent, which is v.ery low. 
If RL is increased beyond the opti
mum value,. the maximum output is 
decreased, but the efficienecy is raised. 
When RL = 2RP, the output has de
creased very little (it rises in prac
tice and efficiency increases to 2.5 
per cent. As the load increases, the 
efficiency continues to rise, approach

·1 
MEGOt\MS . 

·!$ ing 50 per cent. as the load becomes 

Fig. 2, showing effect of load on gain. 

infinitely great. The power has mean
while dropped to zero. 
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IMPEDANCE 
Mathematics not Accur.ate 

Most simple formulae assume that 
valve characteristics consist of equally 
spaced straight lines. This is not so. 
Such factors as mutual conductance 
(slop'e), amplification factor, etc., are 
not constant. Other electrodes such 
as screen grid, suppressor,etc., make 
their presence felt, especially when 
considering the voltage output ·or 
power output; i.e., in cases when the 
valve is driven to the limit. The grid
swing of a valve is limited; mathe
matically speaking the formulae are 
"discontinuous"; at points of grid
current and cut-off. The effects of load 
variation are best shown in practice 
by means of graphs. It will be not'ed 
from the graphs accompanying this 
article that the mathematical formula 
for voltage-gain holds fairly accurate
ly, although the graph ap11lies to ideal 
conditions only, the nearest approach 
in practice being a case where a large 
inductance is us'ed as an anode load 
impedance. 

A very large discrepancy will be 
noticed between theoretical and ac
tual results for the power output of 
a pentode. This is because a pentod'e 
plate-characteristic graph has nice 
straight parallel lines over most of 
its range, but at low plate voltages th~ 
l.ines swing around almost at right 
angles. 

Limiting Effects 
The voltage-gain of a valve in

creases as the load increases, but 

l:! 
~ 
·\ 
~ 

~ 

~· )( 
'( 

(Continued on next page) 

~.o.__,__.._..._.,,_.'-'--.J---._..,,,...__. ..... _._.. ..... 
So.oo 10,000 

LOAD ·~ OHMS . 
Fig. 4, showing. effect of load on output. 

FIG.S 

SQQQ tq<>00 
SrfAKfR. IMrfOANCE.. 

Fig. 5, showing effect of· l'oad on usable power. 
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L()Af) IMPEDANCES 
!Contionued) 

there are various limiting factors. 
Usually the load is a resistance and 
a high r.esistance reduces the effect
ive pl'ate voltage. The plate resistance 
then rises and the high value of the 
load is no longer so effective. The 
effective plate voltage depends on the 
anode current and this, in turn, on 
ihe grid voltage; so by careful adjust
ment of bias, large anod•e resistors 
giving high gains may be employed. 
For triode valves, the approximate 
size of bias resistor is given by RL/.M, 
but is not critical. A slightly smaller 
value usually gives slightly higher 
gain. The same formula may be em
ployed for pentodes whether sharp 
cut-off like the 6J7, or variable-mu 
like the 6.D6, providing· the screen grid 
has the correct size of dropping resis
tor. If the dropping resistor is not 
large enough, then a larger value of 
bias resistor is Il'eeded, and vise versa. 
Valve manufacturers vary in their 
suggested values. Australian manu
facturers favour medium to large bias 
resistors and medium to large screen 
resistors. American valve manufac
turers favour small bias resistors and 
small screen resistors, whilst Ameri
can set and amplifier designers seem 

IS 

f/06. 

f"' p.,,i...P,.11. 
I (10,oooc.r.) 

._:>.., y ZSoo per 
, " r..t.JJ -v .. .. ..., 

o""C.. 

iooo 4ooo 
A,.oof LoAo ,,. 

6V6. 

Fig. 6, showing effect of load on harmonic 
distortion. 

to pref er very large 'bias and screen 
resistors. You will have guessed by 
now that the values are not critical. 
Typical values for a 6J7G (.25 meg. 
for RL and .·5 meg. following grid 
leak) are: 

A.W.V. R.C.A. A.C.A. Triumph 
Co. 

Bias Resistor (ohms 
2000 1200 

Screen Resistors 
1.5 1.2 

6000 
<meg) .. 

2.0 

4200 

. 2 
(.04 

bleed) 

Inftuenc~ of Load on Power 

This applies particularly to output 
tubes. As will be seen from the graphs 
of Maximum Power, the ·output of a 
pentode or beam (tetrode) tube, rises 
with increasing load, whilst that of 
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a triode or pentode with negative 
feedback to the screen, falls. This is 
eX'emplified by the tone of an output 
valve working a loudspeaker. At very 
high frequencies and at one particu
lar low frequency (the "resonant fre
quency"), the impedance of the 
sp•eaker rises. If the output tube is a 
pentode, then the output is incr.eased. 
Hence pentode tubes give a natural 
high-boost and. a natural (or unnatu
ral? Says some!) low boom. With 
triodes, the opposites happens. High 
notes are reduced owing to th<e rise 
in load impedance. Low notes around 
the resonant frequency are reduced, 
but if the speaker is w:ell designed the 
still lower notes may actually be in
creased due to a slight drop in the 
speaker impedance at low frequencies . 
Usually this increase of the very
lows is absent,, due to lack of induct
ance, or lack of coupling in the speak
er transformer. The result is that pen .. 
todes are noted for "brilliance" or 
over-accentuation of highs ani;l lows, 
whilst triode·s seem rather dull in tone 
to those accustomed to tetrodes and 
pentodes. All these diff•erences are due 
solely to the variation in load· with 
frequency. 

Influence of Load on Distortion 

With triode valves, too small a load 
resistance results in large harmonic 
distortion, especially at high volume 
levels. This is true both for output 
stages and voltage-amplifier stages 
and is one of the explanations why 
some amplifier-builders using elec
tronic-mixing' find themselves faced 
with poor tone . 

If a twin triode such as 6N7, 79 or 
6S'C7 is used as an 1electronic mixer, 
i.e., with separate inputs, but with the 
plates directly connected, the result 
is distortion, because each triode acts 
as a load resistance to the other. As 
there is an actually resistor as well, 
the result is that the effective anode 
impedance is less than the plate re-

sistance of· t.:ll'e valve · instead of being 
several times, its value. Distortion can 
be reduced by inserting a small re
sistor (say 30,000 ohms) directly in 
series with each anode so that the 
two anodes are no longer directly 
connected. 

With pentodes, the load resistance 
can vary within very wide limits, pro
viding it is the same at all frequencies, 
e.g., in resistance-capacity coupled 
amplifiers. For output pentodes and 
tetrodes (disguised pent odes), there 
is generally a value of load r.esistance 
for which second-harmonic distortion 
is minimum. Third-harmonic is small 
for low values of load resistance, but 
-increases rapidly. The selection of the 
nominal speaker impedance is larg'ely 
a matter of taste, except where ut
most power is required. Those ac
customed to, and favouring· triodes, 
generally prefer p'entodes operating 
with low values o1J load, i.e., they pre
fer second harmonfo to third. A pen
tode with insufficient load sounds 
much the same as a triode with too 
much. One of the graphs shows the 
variation in second and third harmonic 
for a 6V6 at full output. Variations in 
power-sensitivity with load has not 
been discussed. It varies in much the 
same way as power does. 

TRANSPOSED AERIALS 
(Continued fro.m page 1 5) 

tained at short waves from just a 
few tubes. 

Transposed Leads 

Some transposition aerials used 
transposition blocks which can be 
made from three-ply veneer which is 
afterwards dipped in melted paraffin. 
This prevents rains from damaging 
the wooden block or warping it. In 
any event, the wires are crossed ·over 
each other. A simpl•e type of trans
posed lead consists of lengths of 
hook-up wire, taped at the joints,. or 
in one long piece, ·or two long pieces, 
simply twisted around each_ other. 
Transpose the lead all the way up 
to th<e centre insulato·r. The centre in
sulator holds the two halves of the 
aerial and also supports the trans
posed lead. Whatever you do, carry 
out a few simple measurements to see 
whether your aerial is resonant at 
th•'e proper wavelengths. You will be 
pleased at the b~tter results that can 
be obtained when a good, measured 
antenna is used on whatever short
wave receiver you have, or construct. 
Build a transposition a•erial for the 
foreign •broadcast band and you will 
be surprised how they will roll in, on 
any kind of short-wave receiver. 
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UNUSUAL ITEMS 

Who would think that severe sun
burn to pilots flying in the sub-strato
sphere would be a wartime problem? 
The problem was acute enough, how
ever, to cause the need for a new type 
of glass, called golden plate glass, 
which filters' out the ultra-violet rays. 

A newly-developed process of meit
ing tin electrolytically deposited on 
steel sheet, · utilises high frequency 
heating at 200,000 cycles per second. 
Already at work in one steel plant 
th•e electronic equipment will melt lZ 
sq. ft. of tin in .7 second. Heating 
equipment is being designed to oper
ate at speeds up to 1000 feet per 
minute. 

In order to utilise the tremendous 
power of modern aircraft engines, the 
Army Air Forces are now using a six 
bladed coaxial electric propeller. Two 
sets of three blades rotate in opposite 
directions. This eliminates tongue ef
fect and improves th•e control of single 
engine type planes. 

A plane which was built 32 years 
ago but which was far ahead of its 
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time in design has just been dis
mantled in Buffalo, New York. This 
plane had a retractable tricycle land
ing gear, laminated wood stressed skin 
construction, and wings tapered in 
the modern manner. The plane had 
never been completed because of fi
nancial difficulties. 

One of the most spectacular of the 
steel mill processes, that of blowing 
the Bessemer convert•er, is now con
trolled by an electronic device. The 
colour of the flame from the converter 
is a critical index for determining the 
•exact instant for shutting off the 
"blow." Photo-cell colour comparators 
now replace trained experts to detect 
the exact colour changes which indi
cate when necessary chemical reac
tions have been completed. 

A new and special chemical film 
only six millionths of an inch thick 
when applied to both sides of a pane 
of glass will reduce the loss of light 
due to re·flection from 8 per cent to 
less than 1 per c•ent. Although not 
available now this glass promises to 
be very valuable at a later date. 

-"Ohmite News" (U.S.A.) 

THANK YOU, UNCLE SAM 
I wonder what we would have done 

this winter in the evenings were it 
not for the fine programm'es provided 
by the American stations. With Lon
don more or less a wash-out after 6 
p.m. till well on past 9 p.m., China al
most impossible to hear, Russia talk
ing in their own languag-e and India 
more concerned about their own coun
try, we can tune in one of the manv 
avenU'es provided by Uncle Sam and 
should say, '"Thank you." Under "New 
Stations" will be found particulars of 
two more transmitters that for the 
best part of the time theyi are on the 
air will be directing their :programmes 
to Australia. And if you want a l'ittle 
more, or perhaps would like to h•ear 
some of the items again, you can 
"look in" while they are directed to 
Alaska. From just after 1 a.m. till 
long after most of us have retired, 
they will be there, and if you so de
sire you can set the alarm and hear a 
programme directed to us from 6.15 
a.m. till 7.45 a.m. 

Join the Clyde Engineering Co. in a partnership for 
profit. Sell Clyde Radio Batteries. 
The experience of more than twenty years of Battery . 
manufacturing, plus the fin·est materials, is reflected by 
the performance of to-day's Clyd'e Radio Batteries. 
Clyde Radio Batteries range from 32 amp. to 170 amp. 
- a type for every radio, and every Battery guaranteed. 

"MORE POWER TO YOU." 

ENGINEERING CO. LTD. 
GRANVILLE, N.S.W. 

Manufacturers of Clyde Batteries for . Ra~io, Cars, Trucks, Buses, Motor Cycles, 
Home Lighting, etc. 

Main Sales & Service Division: 61-65 Wentworth Ave. Sydney. Phone : M6738 (5 fines) 
Branches at Brisbane, Melbourne and Adelaide 
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TELEVl.SION 
(Continued from page 1 0) 

dimensions of the neon tube and the 
diameter of the scanning disc. The 
bigger the tube and the disc, the larg
er the reproduced image. The fidelity 
or fineness of detail is dependent up
on the number of holies in the disc. 

Note themethod of picking up the im
age of a person's face at the trans
mitter in fig. 6A; at B a second meth
od of picking up th•e image at the 
transmitter is shown; this one was 
widely used a few years ago by lead
ing experimenters. Here a powerful 
source of light, such as an arc, is 
mounted behind the scanning disc, 
and with suitable l•enses a beam of 
light is project•ed onto the face of a 
person sitting in front of the large 
photo-electric cells at P. The light rays 
reflected from the face are projected 
onto these photo-electric cells (or 
light-sensitive cells), and the resul
tant electric currents are fed to an 
amplifier and then passed on to the 
receiver. 

Fig. 7 shows the elementary action 
taking place in a cathode-ray tube; if 
a magnet is placed near the tube in 
which a cathode ray is projected on a 
screen at the end of the tube, the ray 
will be deflected more or less, depend
ing upon the strength and polarity of 
the magnet. The cathode beam can 
also be deflected by placing an 'elec
tric charge upon a metal plate mount-

ed within the tube. It is easily conceiv
able that if we utilise a deflection cur
rent of constantly changing magni
tude that the cathode ray will follo·w 
these current changes or pulsations, 
and move back and forth across the 
F:creen, as we see at A-fig. 7. At 
present there are two methods of 
scanning or sweeping the cathode ray 
across the screen. One uses the elec
tro-static plate method, while the 
second uses magnetic scanning. The 
sweep currents have to have a saw
tooth wave form as shown at B, so 
that the ray will be swept back to its 
starting point very rapidly. 

By utilising two sets of sweep coils 
or plates, placed at right angles and 
exicting these with pulsating currents, 
which will cause the ray to sweep 
rapidly back and forth horizontally 
and also vertically, the two combined 
motions will giV'e us complete scan
ning of the image. 

Large Imag•e Television 
One of ·the problems in television 

has been to enlarge the image at the 
receiver, so that a group of p•eople 
can enjoy the reproduction. In fig. 8, 
we see three of the principal methods 
that have been employed to produce 
a large image a:t th•e television re
ceiver. The method of fig. A, which 
still has many friends, employs either 
an arc light, a pofotalite (tungsten 
arc in an evacuated glass bulb) or a 
powerful incandescent lamp as a 
source of illumination. The trick here 

is to us•e a light-valve or modulating 
device such as a Kerr cell. This cell 
in its simplest form is composed of 
a pair of metal plates, immersed in a 
solution of nitro-benzine, and the 
sharply focussed light from the lamp 
passes between thes•e plates. The pul
sating television currents picked up 
from the transmitter are applied to 
the plates of the Kerr cell and in this 
way the light beam is modulated (by 
twisting thie light beam). The beam 
is polarised* by means of a pair of 
Nicol prisms, with a number of lenses 
to concentrate the beam. A scanning 
disc may be used to project the image 
onto a large screen; a disc containing 
a spiral of lenses instead of plain 
holes is' usually <employed in this case, 
but a mirror drum has been used, par
ticularly by the English experimenter 
Baird. About twelve years ago, Dr, 
Alexanderson, of the G.E. Company, 
demonstrated theatre-sized te1'evision 
images using this method (with a lens 
disc driven by a synchronous motor) . 

Fig. B shows how a neon crater 
tube (in which the light was highly 
concentrated, like a crater) was used 
for supplying a modulated beam of 
light. The scanning was accomplished 
by whirling a lens type disc in front 
of the tube. In some cases an extra 
stationary lens or two was added to 
the set-up for concentrating or enlarg
ing purposes. In any case, the disc 
was rotated by a synchronous motor. 

ELECTRONS AND ELECTRODES 

One of the latest methods of pro
ducing a large television image is 
by using a small high-intensity 
cathode-ray tube, which produces a 
brightly illuminated image on the 
screen. A set of projection lenses are 
mounted in front of the screen-end of 
the tube and the intensely brilliant 
image is projected onto a canvas or 
other screen. 

The radio tube is a marvellous de
vice. It makes possible the performing 
of operations, amazing in conception 
with a precision and a certainy that 
are astounding. It is an exceedingly 
sensitive and accurate instrument -
the produce of co-ordinated efforts of 
engineers and craftsmen. Its construc
tion requires materials from every 
corner of the earth. Its use is world
wide. Its future possibilities, even in 
the light of present-day accomplish
ments, are dimly forseen, for each 
development opens new fields of de
sign and application. 

A radio· tube consists of a cathode 
which supplies electrons, and one or 
more additional electrodes, which con
trol and collect the electrons, mounted 
in an evacuated envelope. Th'e envel
ope may be a glass bulb or it may be 
the more compact metal shell. 

The importance of the radio tube 
lies in its ability to control almost in
stantly the flight of millions of mil
lions of electrons supplied by th<e 
cathode. It accomplishes this with a 
minimum of control energy. Because 
it is almost instantaneous in its ac
tion the radio tube can operate effici
ently and accurately at electrical fre-
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quenci'es much higher than those at
tainable with rotating machines. 

All matter exists in the solid, liquid 
or gaseous state. These three forms 
of matter consist entirely of minute 
divisions known as molecules. Mole
cules are assumed to be composed of 
atoms. According to a present accept
ed theory, atoms have a nucleus which 
is a positive charge of electricity. 
Around this nucleus revolve tiny 
charges of negative electricity known 
as e1'ectrons. Scientists have estim
ated that these invisible bits of elec
tricity weigh only 1/ 46 billion, billion, 
billion billionths of an ounce, and that 
they may travel a speed of thousands 
of miles per second. 

Electron movement may be accel<er
ated by the addition of energy. Heat 
is one form of energy which can be 
conveniently used to speed up the e1'ec
tron. For example, if the temperature 
of a metal is gradually raised, the 
electrons in the metal gain velocity. 
Wh•en the metal becomes hot enough 
to glow, some electrons may acquire 
sufficient speed to break away from 
the surface of the metal, This action 
is utilised in the radio tube to pro
duce the necessary electron supply. 

*In polarised light the paths of the 
light vibrations are in straight lines 
and in only one plane. (In ordinary 
unpolarised light the vibrations eman
ate in all directions and in any plane 
P'erpendicular to the light ray.) Light 
may be polarised by passing it 
through a crystal manifesting double 
refraction. A Nicol prism has this 
property. When a current passes 
through a certain solution such as 
nitro-benzol or carbon disulphide, it 
causes an optical rotation or twisting 
of the polarisation plane of the light 
ray passing through the Kerr cell. The 
degre<e of twisting depending upon the 
strength of the current. 

When the two Nicol prisms are set 
into position in the optical train em
ploy·ed in television,, one of the prisms 
is turned at right-angles to the 
other, or until no light is observed 
on the television screen, with zero 
signal current applied to the Kerr 
cell. 

-Shortwave and Television, U.S,A. 
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NOTES FROM MY DIARY-
R•eceived a letter from Austin Con

don who is now in Parkes undergoing 
a stiff training in the Air Forc<e. 
Guess Austin will go a long way, 
judging by the enthusiasm he has for 
his job. Misses his shortwave set 
nevertheless, and is continually re
minded of many hours spent in front 
of the receiver by the verifications 
that are still pouring in CR6RA, Ben
guela,. Angola Portguese West Africa, 
COK, Havana, CFRX, ':Doronto, are 
amongst several that have arrived 
this month. 

up on any part of the dial, but I 
want to give this warning- . . . don't 
dismiss your signal as another "Voice 
of America" because, just as Australia 
has accepted the fine programmes pre
sented by the War Department of 
America, for rebroadcast, so has the 
BBC. This morning I heard an old 
familiar programme feature, "Mail 
Call," coming from what I thought 
must be GSB, 3135m., and sure enough 
at 6.44 I found this was right. It was 
"Mail Call" conducted by Orson 
WeUes being put over for North 
Africa in the General Overseas Service 
of the BBC. 

when I was listening to a delightful 
session from Berne through HER-4, 
9535 kc., 31.47m., whether the young 
lady conducting the programme and 
entertaining us with beautiful Swiss 
yodelling had any idea, in a peace
ful little spot like Carlingford, her 
session was coming through probably 
much louder and clearer than in near
by Europ•ean countries, or for that 
matter North America, for whom it 
was intended. 

SUNDAY AFTERNOON 
As most listeners know, at about 

3.8 p.m. the BBC give call-signs and 
wavelengths of the Pacific Service. I 
should say they do· if you are lucky 
enough to hear Isobel Ann Shead at 
the microphone. I will forgive Jean 
Metcalfe as she is now to us, but for 

Drop him a line boys. A penny 
stamp on an envelope marked: 
437779, LAC Condon, A.S., G. Flight, 
39 Course, No. 2 WAGES, Parkes, 
N.S.W. will reach him and be wel
comed. 

A letter from Dr. Gaden states he 
will be domiciled in Brisbane from 
now on. Whilst I am delighted he is 
so much nearer to us, I sincerely hope 
he will not forsake the dial lights for 
the gay lights. If you want to know 
anything about those South American 
critters" ask Dr. Gaden, he can cer
tainly drag th•em in. 

By the way, this is the new title 
for the Eastern Service, which has 
b•een amalgamated with the Forces 
programme. Opening at 8 o.m. it runs 
on till 8.45 a.m. old-timers to get the times, countries 

' and wave lengths mixed in order of 
rotation, is unpardonable. "AIR" YOUR WANTS 

If you are short of any commodity, 
and goodness kno·ws, most of us are 
tired of hearing "sorry, quota sold," 
put it over the air. I heard J. B. Priest
ly in a talk over the BEG tell how he 
mentioned in a broadcast a few weeks 
ago he was short of razor blad•es, and 
that he had just received a packet 
from a man in Iceland who had heard 
his broadcast. Well, wh•en you say it 
over the radio today, you are telling 
the world. I wondered this morning 

TITUSOA 
Yes, you've guessed it. it is my 

shorthand for "This is the United 
States of America." It is likely to bob 

ILL-WIVE ILL-WORLD DX CLUB 

Application for Membership 
The Secretary, 
All-Wave All-World DX Club, 
243 Elizabeth Street, Sydney. 
Dear Sir, 

I am very interested in dxing, and am keen to join your Club. 

Name 

Address 
(Please print 
both plainly) 

My set is a 

I enclose herewith the Life Membership fee of 2/- (Postal Notes O·r Money 
Order), for which I will receive, post free, a Membership Certificate showing 
my Official Club Number. NOTE-Club Badges are not available. 

(Signed) .. 
(Readers wh• do not want to mutilate their ••llies can write out the details required.) 
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I have before me . the notes I mad•e 
on May 9, when that delightful eques
trienne, Miss Ann Shead, gave them 
in this order: country, wave-length, 
time. And I have before me the notes 
I made on June 13 . . . They look 
more like a pak-a-pu ticket than re
liable references. 

And now perhaps someone nearer 
than Great Britain than I will have 
protested and we will tune in again 
next Sunday and hope for the best. 

HELP WANTED 
Mr. Walker. of Applecross, W.A., 

writes: "A Spanish speaking station 
(or is it Portuguese?) on 11,710 kc., 
25.62 metres, is heard opening at 9.30 
a.m., and closing at 11 a.m. The an
nouncer is a lady, and in addition, a 
man is sometimes heard with her. In
terval signal is stroke on a brass gong 
(different from Portugal's chime). At 
about 10.·50 the news is given by a 
woman (in Spanish or Portuguese) 
and after one gong the station signs 
off with a choir singing a very slow 
hymn type of anthem (which is not 
the Portugues•e anthem). Strength is 
fairly good. 

(The station is -, Berne, Switzer
land on 11.72 m.c., 25.69 metres. I 
have been hearing quite often for a 
few weeks now.-L.J.K.). 

* STOP PRESS 
KWY, 'Frisco, announced on Satur

day evening "As and from Monday, 
June 28, KROJ will replace KWY in 
programmes to Australia. The pro
gramme of KWY on KROJ will be on 
the same days and at the same times. 
Listen to KROJ on 9.89 m.c. 

No reference was made to the 10.30 
p.m.-12.30 a.m. special programme to 
N.E.I.) 
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Shortwave Notes and Observations 
I trust report'ers will not take um

brage if their notes are not shown 
in this issue as, with a desire to 
bring the magazine out earlier, we 
have gone to press sooner than is 
usual. Reports should reach me at 
Carlingford not later than 21st of 
the month. 

AUSTRALIA 
VLI-9, Sydll'ey, 7280 kc, 41.21 m, has 
replaced VLI, 9615 kc, 31.2 m, in the 
session to North America (East) from 
10 till 10.45 p.m. George Thomas Foi
ster can be heard at about 10'.10 just 
after the news (L.J.K.) 
R'eceived verification for 7.30-8 p.m. 
session to A.I.F. (Cushen). 
VLG-7, Melbourn'e, 19.79 m, is terrific 
at 6.45 a.m. (Perkins). 
VLW-3, Perth, 11,830 kc., 25.36 m. 
Schedule is: 8.30-11.45 a.m.; 1.30-
8.45 p.m. daily. On Sundays 8.45 a.m. 
till 8.45 p.m. (Walker). 
VL W -5, Perth, 9680 kc, 30.99 m.: 
Schedule is: 9 p.m. till 1.30 a.m. 
(Walker). 
VLQ-3, Brisbane, 9660 kc, 31.05m: 
Signal is R-7 to 8 on most nights. Fad
ing of a very slow p.eriod is often evi
dent, but as this is never very deep 
it does not really a:ff'ect readibility. 
(Wal'ker) R-6-7 at 8.45 a.m., but no 
good from about 6 p.m. (Perkins) 
R-3 at 5.15 p.m. with plenty of fad
ing but cannot hear at 7.15 p.m. R-4-
5 at 7.15 a.m. 

NEW ZEALAND 
ZLT-7, Wellington 6715 kc, 44.68 m.: 
R-·5 from 8 to 8.15 p.m. (Perkins). 
Heard here, but very weakly (Walk
er). 

OCEANIA 
FK8AA, Noumea, 6162 kc., 48.62 m., 
R-5 when closing at 6.59 p.m. (Per
kins). 

GREAT BRITAIN 
London still using several transmitters 
for which no call sign has been. giv
en, or it has, thien I missed it. Here 
are a few at random: 19.92 m, 31.41 

m., 31.19m., 25.58m, 16.92m, 19.45m, 
and 31.12m. 
Would be glad of any information 
regarding these laddies (L.J.K.). 
GRV, 24.92, gives an R-8 signal in 
the Latin-American session, and GRF, 
24.80m, R-5 in same programme (Per
kins). 
London during the North American 
Service from 7.15 a.m. till 2.45 p.m. 
bring into play as many as 10 trans
mitiiers. (L.J.K.) 
GSA, 49.59 m, very strong at 7.30 am; 
GRB, 49.92 m., gets through the noise 
wh•en giving news at 6.45 am (Gil
lett). 

INDIA 
VUB-2, Bombay, 7.24 me., 41.44m., is 
putting in a nice signal at 10 p.m. 
and I prefer it to VUD-4. 9.59 m.c., 
31.28m, or VUD-2, 7.29 m.c., 41.15m, 
when listening to the news (L.J.K.) . 

MIDDLE CONGO 
ICELAND 

TFJ, 24.52 m, still heard from 3.15 to 
3.30 pm, but not as good as past 
weeks. Easily identified by high
pitched voice of announcer (Gillett). 
FZI, Radio Brazzaville, 11,970 kc, 
25.06m: As from June 18 our old 
friends in Frenh Equatorial Africa 
have been using their new and power
ful transmitter. I hear them nearly 
every afternoon around 4.20. I think 
they open about 4 p .m., but morse is 
unfortunately evident. A young lady 
announces the musical items. Sched
ule is: 5-7.30 a.m.; News at 5.45 
a.m.; 1-2 p.m.; 4-5 p.m.; 11.30'--
11.45 p.m. Am sure these good people 
would welcome reports, and as mail is 
accepted for that part of Africa, I 
understand, I am certain listeners 
would receive a grateful acknowledge
ment. My first report was mailed on 
November 2, 1940, covering their pro
gramme of October 25, 1940. In reply 
to my query regarding their interval 
signal they explained it is called th'e 
Kissantzi. It is made of wood and is 

fitted with five strings attached to 
flexible pieces of wood. It is played 
with the thumb as the guitar is played. 

ALGERIA 
"Radio· France" appears to be the n'ew 
name for TPZ, who quite recently we 
christened AFH, s·o in the Log Book 
we will write, "Radio France", 12.12 
m.c., 24.75m. Schedule is: 7.45-8.15 
a.m.; 4-6 p.m.; 9-11 p.m.; 3-7.30 
a.m. (L.J.K.). 

AMERICA 
If you tune to KWID, 31.35m, a;t 3 
p.m. when they are beamed to the 
Orient and not Australia as some 
people think, and you find the signal 
zizzy, the offender is not Khabarovsk, 
but a foreigner on the same frequency 
talking in Russian till they sign at 
3.45 p.m. 
Khabarovsk has kindly moved to 9565 
kc, or 31.37 m. (L.J.K.) 
KGEI, Frisco, 11. 79 me., 25.43 m., 
when closing at 2.45 p.m. say com
ments on programmes together with 
reports on reception will be welcomed, 
simply address your letters to "The 
United Network, Fairmount Hotel, 
San Francisco." Have a soft spot in 
my heart for KGEI, I remembeor 
when from Treasure Island they gave 
us such fine programmes and long be
fore U.S.A. came into the war, they 
beseeched us to 'please stand by, fur
ther war news will be given moment
arily." And what a programme sheet 
they used to forward us. (L.J.K.). 
While the Ball Game is being given 
through the newcomer, KROJ on 30'.31 
metres from 8.15 till 9 p.m. there ap
pears to be someone els'e on the same 
frequency. As they can still be heard 
a little after 9 p.m., it is most likely 
WKRD, New York, who are scheduled 
to stay on from 6.45 till 9.30. 
WLWO, Cincinnati, 15250 kc, 19.67m. 
now closes at 6 .. 30 p.m. (L.J.K.). 
WLWO, Cincinnat, 15250 kc, 19.67 m, 
now close at 7.15 a.m. opening again 
at 7.30 where they stay till 9 o'clock 

As the Ultimate factory is engaged 
in vital war production, the supply 
of Ultimate commercial receivers 
cannot be maintained at present. 

Sole Australian Concessionaires: 

SERVICE: Ultimate owners are as
sured of continuity of service. Our 
laboratory is situated at 267 Clar
ence Street, Sydney. 

GEORGE BROWN & CO. PTY. LTD. 
267 Clarence Street, Sydney 

Victorion Distri·butors: J. H. MAGRATH PTY. LTD., 208 Little Lonsdale Street 
Melbourn11 
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Servicing of all . brands of radio sets 
amplifiers, as well as Rola Speakers 
is also undertaken at our labora
tories. 
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and give identification note telling 
you they are switching to 9590 kc., in 
fifteen minutes, and this will help you 
to find station. (L.J.K.). 

Hugh Perkins hands out a terriffic to 
KWV around 5 p.m., KWID, from 5 

.NEW. STATION!> 

KROJ, 'Frisco, 9897.5 kc., 30.31 metres: Open
ed at 6 .15 pm., on Monday, June 21. An
other of "The Voice of America" stations di
rected to Australia and notwithstanding op
position from morse in the early part of the 
transmission, si.gnal works up from R-7, Q-4 
to a good R-8, Q-5 when closing ct l 0.59 
p.m. 
When opening is in parallel with KWID, 9.57 
m.c., and KES-3, l 0.62 m.c. At 7.15 KWY, 
7.56 joins in but from 8 pm KROJ only has 
KWY for company and when leaving the air 
at 11 pm announces "KROJ now concludes 
its present transmission to Australia. Your next 
transmission will be at l.l 5 PD'1 PWT (6.15 
am EAS) on 17.76 m.c." "Star Spangled Ban
ner11 concluded a very fine programme ond a 
session that will doubtless be popular with 
S.W. ilsteners here. If you stay on without 
altering your tunin,g, KROJ comes back at 
11.15 p.m. with a programme directed to 
Alaska. Signal drops considerably as can be 
imagined, but what time they conclude their 
programme to the cold country I do not know. 
At about 1.30 in the afternoon they have an
other programme directed to Alaska and signal 
is fine till they close at 5.45 pm. 
KROJ, 'Frisco, 17.760 ko, 16.89metres : Mak
ing its debut in a programme specially direct
ed to Australia, it commenced business at 
6.15 am on Tuesday, June 22. When open
ing signal was only R-2, Q-2. but conditions 
were poor for reception judgin1!l by the way 
KWU conie in at 6.30 and joined KROJ. KROJ 
as did KWU, improved quickly and when clos
ing at 7.45 am after d delightful half hour of 
"Californian Melodies" was classed by me as 
through KROJ would be at 1 .15 am PWT ( EAS 
R-8, Q-5. Reminded that next transmission 
6.15 pm). American National Anthem faded 
them out and KWU was left to Fred Waring 
and his 55 Californians. · 
You will note they said next transmission to 
Australia would be at 1.15 am PWT, actu
ally it is at 1 am (EAS• 6 pm). 
KROJ, 'Frisco, 15.19 m.c., 19.75 metres: Still 
another outlet for this station which I feel 
certain will be very popular in this country. 
As these notes are being rushed to catch 
"dead line", I can only say heard them at 
8.1 am on Saturday, June 26. This is their 
announced frequency, but they did not say to 
where they were beamed. Signal was R-5, 
Q-3. 
GVV, Londbn, 11,730 kc, 25.58 metres: I have 
not heard the call' si.gn1 but ami taking it from 
"The Broadcaster". It is heard in the Pacific 
Service from 5 till 7 pm, and .later in the 
General Overseas Service from 1 .30 am till 
6.30 am. 
-~, London, 9640 kc, 31. 12 metres: This 
is the chap1 1 have been talking about since 
the Moy issue. Down he goes without o 
monnicker till we hear it. Con be heard regu
larly from 4 till 6 am and irre(,lularly at 3.15 
pm or thereabouts in foreign languages. 
--, London, 17.73 me., 16.92 metres : An
other BBC transmitter without a call sign so 
far. On air from 11.30 pm till 1.30 am direct
ed to South and West Africa. 
GWE, London, 15.432 m.c., 19.44 metres: Still 
waiting o coll sign for this one. Directed to 
India\, is heard from 12.45 till 1.15 om. 
--, Leopoldville, 11,670 kc. 45.71 metres.: 
Radio Congo Beige is being' heard on this 
new frequency in the afternoons and like 
their nearby neighbours in Brazzaville have 
several and short transmissions. I om not sure 
of exact schedule, but they are on the air 
some days from 2-3 pm, from 5.15· to 5.30 
pm, and on others from 6 to 6.30 pm. Have 
several slogans and according to pro,gromme 
ore "Radio Notional Beige," "Here Leooold
vllle Belqe National Radio Anr\Jf" or "Here 
Leopoldville Stadt." 

till 8 p.m., WLWO 39.6 from 5 till 
6.30 and KWY from 6.45 till 9.05 p.m. 
Says he heard a Yank on approximate
ly 43 metres talking to Chungking at 
9.45 p.m. on June 12. A (?) at the end 
of his remarks suggests Whaffor, or 
who is it? Gan only say most likely 
WGEA, Schenectady ·on 7000 ·kc, 42.86 
metres. Their regular schedule is 10 
a.m. till 2 p.m. but I cannot bring 
them in here loud enough to know 
what it is all about (L.J.K.). Can hear 
WGEA sign at 2 p.m. (Cushen). 
WCBX, 31.61 m. signs at 1.30 p.m. 
(Cushen). 
WLWO on 7575 kc, certainly pumps in 
h•ere till closing at 6 .. 30 p.m. (Walk
er) . Providing at R-7 signal at 6 p.m. 
( Clrnrcher). 
WKRD, N•ew York (heard signing off 
at 6.45 p.m. when they announce as 
being on 5,985 kc, 50.12 m. Signal R6, 
Q-3 (Walker). Heard at 3 p.m. (Cush
en). 
WGEA is now using WGEO's fre
qU'ency of 9563 kc, in the afternoon 
when directed to Europe. This replaces 
the 6190 kc, transmissfon to advan
tage as signal is R-7 on closing at 8 
p.m. (Walker). 
KWID, 19.6.2 me. O.K. around 9 a.m. 
(Perkins). 
WKTM, 47 .. 0'l m, is R-·3 here at 5.45 
p.m. (Ghurcher) . 
WLWO, 9.590 kc, 31.30 m, 9.15 a.m. 
till noon. A very strong regular sig
nal to South America (Walker, Per
kins, Maguire). 
KGEI, 25.43 m: R-4 at 2.45 p.m. (Per
kins, Maguire). Can only hear their 
carrier at noon, and only .iust audible 
at 2 p.m. (Churcher) . 
KWID, 9570 kc, 31.35 m. A pity this 
.fine signal closes so early. (Walker). 
(Now taken care of by KROJ, 30.31 m. 
L.J.K.). 
WKRX, 38.36 m, R-3 around 7 p.m. 

(Perkins) . I hear them at 8.30 p.m. 
(Cush~n). . 
WKRD, on 23.13 m., was .iust audible 
at 8.15 the ·other morning. but is much 
better at night and news can be heard 
at Hl and 11 p.m. (L.J.K.). 
Received a card from WBOS ( 6140 
kc, 48.86 m.) and a nice letter fr.om 
N.B . .C. giving latest schedules of 
WBOS, 19.72 m., supposed to be on 
from 2.30 till 7.40 a.m. (Gillett). , 
(I think correct sch•edul'e is 10.15 p.m. 
till 7.15 a.m., L.J .K.) 
KROJ, the new Yank on 9.89 m .c., was 
R-6 here at 8 p.m.; WKTM,47 m., and 
WKRD, 50.12 m., are only just fair 
at 6 p.m. ( ~Gillett). 
WRUS, 49.67 m., is poor in the after
noon while KWV and KWID are 
splendid. 
WCBX, 31.61 m, are good on opening 
at 10 a.m. (Gillett). 

AMERICA, CENTRAL 

TGWA, Guatemala, 15,170 kc, 19.78 
m : Received a card verifying my re
port of s•everal months ago. Accom
panying same was a fine .booklet on 
Guatemala (Gil'lett) . 

AFRICA 

Radio Congo B€lge, Leopoldville, 
11 :67 m.c, 25.71 m. Heard in after
noons at fair strength (Gillett). 
-, Leopoldville, 11,670 kc, 25.71m. 
See particulars under "New Stations." 

MEXICO 
An excellent signal from XEWW, 
9500 kc., 31.58 metres is to be had 
from 3 to 4 p.m. Dance music inter
sp•ersed with some high speed Mexi
cano, and a ~enerous application of 
the gong (L.J.K.). 
XEWW, '31. 57m., surprsingly loud 
signal when closing at 4 pm on Sun
day (Gillett). 

NOTICE TO DX CLUB MEMBERS 
Members of the All-Wave All-World DX Club are advised that they should make 
a point of replenishing their stock of stationery immediately, as all paper prices 
have risen, and we expect that it will be necessary to increase prices by at 
least 25%. 

Already it has been found necessary to abandon the log-sheets and club stickers. 
However, while stocks last, the following stationery is available at the prices 
shown:-

REPORT FORMS.-517Ve time and m.ake sure of supplying all the in
formation required by using these official forms, which identify you 
with an establiihed DX organisation. 
Price 2/- for 50, post free 

NOTEPAPER.-Headed Club notepaper for members' correspondence 
is also available. 
Price · .. 2/- for 50 sheets, post free 

ALL-WAVE ALL-WORLD DX CLUB, 243 Eli%abeth Street, Sydney. 
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Allied and Neutral Countries 
Schedules 

These schedules, which have been compiled from li s~ener's r~port~: 
my own observations, and the acknowledged help of Globe Circler 
and "Universalite" are believed to be correct at t ime of going to 
press,. but are subject to change without notice .. Readers will show o 
grateful consideration for others if they will notify me .of ony olt~ra
tions. Please send reports to: L J. Keast, 23 Hon it.on Ave. N., 
Carlingford. Urgent reports, 'phone Epping 2511. . ,, 

Loggings are shown under "Short Wave Notes and Observot1ons. 
The great number of stations on the oir makes it necessary to print 
schedules in. two sections, 13, 16, 19, 25 and 31 metr"' bands appeared 
in June issue. 

Please make the following alterations to Bands. shown in June issue: 
WDL, 9.75 me, 30.77m. New call-sign is WKLJ 
VLW-31, Perth, 25.36m: Schedule is: See S-W. Notes 
VLW-5, Perth, 30.99m. Schedules is: See S-W Notes. 
And make the following additions:-
KROJ 'Frisco 17.76 me. 16.89 m. See particulars under "New Stations." 
KRO/ 'FriscC: 9.89mc 30.31 m. See particulars under "New Stations." 
GVV 'London' 1 l .73m~. 25.58m. See particulars under "New Stations." 
__ ' London' 17.73 m~. 16.92m. See particulars under "New Stations." 
GWE' London' 1 5.432mc' 19.44m., See particulars under "New Statinos." 
KROJ, 'Frisco: l 5.19mc, '19.75m. See particulars under "New Stations." 

Symbols: N-New Stations; S-Change of Schedule·; F-Chanqe of 
frequency. 

Call Sign Lacation 
WNBI New York 
VL0-3 Brisbane 

LRX B'nos Aires 

HVJ Vatican City 

HHBM P't-au-Pr'ce 

WGEO Schenectady 
WCBX New York 
COX Havana 
XGOY Chungking 

LRI B'nos Aires 

London 
CXA-6 Montevideo 

Addis Ababa 
London 
Sydney 

Mexico City 
Capetown 

Ponama City 

VLI 
XERQ 
ZRL 
HP5J 

C'E960 Santiago 
GRY London 

Athlone 
VUD-4 Delhi 

WLWO Cincinnati 
VLR Melbourne 

VLG Melbourne 

GSC London 

KWID 'Frisco 

Khabarovsk 

OAX4T Lima 
XETT Mexico 

London 
XEFT Vero Cruz 

Moscow 

VLG-2 Melbourne 
I 

Mc. 
9.67 
9.66 

9.66 

9.66 

9.65 

9.65 
9.65 
9.64 
9 .64 

9.64 

9.64 
9.62 
9.62 
9.62 
9.61 
9.61 
9.60 
9.60 

9 .60 
9.60 

9.59 
9.59 

9.59 
9.58 

9.58 

9.57 

9.56 

9.56 
9.55 
9.55 
9.54 
9.54 

9.54 

M. 
31.02 
31.05 

31.06 

31.06 

31.06 

31.08 
31.09 
31.12 
31.10 

31.12 

31.12 
31.17 
31.17 
31.19 
31.12 
31.21 
31.22 
31.23 

31.24 
31.25 

31.27 
31.28 

31.30 
31.32 

31.32 

31.32 

31.35 

31.37 

31.37 
31.39 
31 .41 
31.42 
31.43 

31.45 

Time: Eastern Australian St'dard 
7. 1 5 am---4 pm. 
6.30 am-11.30 pm (Sundays 

6.45-11.30 pm). 
8.30-9; 10.30 om-1.10 pm 

(Sundays 3 pm) . 
Tues., Thurs., and Sun. 1-2 am 

2.30-4 om; Sun 7.30-8 pm; 
Wed. 3.30-4.15 am. 

1 0.30-11 pm; 3---4 am; 9 am 
-12.30 pm. 

Not in use at present. 
1 .45---4 pm. 
2.50 am-2 pm. 
11.30-2.15 am: News midnight 

12.30, 1 and 2 am. 
7.57- 10 pm; 3.30---4.30 am; 
5 am-1 pm. 
4-7 am. 
1-9am 
12.15-1.30 am: 3.15-4.15 am 
1 .30-8.45 om. 
Not in use at present 
1 l.30 pm-1 am; 9 am-3 pm 
5.15 pm-12.30 am. 
10 pm - 4.30 am; 11.30 am-

1.30 pm; Sun. 11 pm-1 pm 
Mon. 

9 am-2 pm. 
7.15-8.45 am; 3---4.45 pm; 

5.30-6.30 pm; 1-7 om. 
News 6.45 am. 4.15 pm, 2 
and 4 am. 

7.05-7.25 am; News 7.10 am 
11 om -1 .35 pm; 3--6 pm; 

7.30-7.45 pm; 8.30-11.35 
pm; 12.15-1 am; 2.30-4 
om. News 11.45 om; 1.30, 5, 
10 pm and 12.50 om 

9.15-2 pm. 
6.45- 11.30 pm (Sun. from 7 

pm) . 
1-1.45 am for N America (W 
States) 
2.30-2.45 pm. News 7.45, 8.45 

11-6 am, 12.45 and 2.30 
pm 

11 .30 om-2.45 om, 3.45- 5 
pm; 5-8. 15 om 

5.30-7.12 am; 7 ~0-8.45 am,; 
noon-1 .12 pm, l .45-2.4u 
pmd· 6-9.30 pm; 10.30 pm
mi night 

11 pm-midnight 
Continuous 
Heard around 6.45 
11 pm---4.15 pm 
9.40-10.20 pm; 12.15-12.30 

am 
10-10.45 pm for N. America 

(E. States) 11 pm-midnight 
for Asia (French & Thai) 

Call Sign Location 
SBU Stockholm 

HER-4 
WGEO 
ZRG 
coco 
GSB 

Berne 
Schenectady 

Joh'bur,g 
Havana 
London 

PRL.-7 R de Janeiro 
XEWW Mexico City 
OAX5C lea 
KRCA 'Frisco 
WCBX New York 

CR6RA 
TAP 
GRU 

COCH 

GRI 
FGA 

COBC 
OAX4J 

LRS 

cocx 
HC2ET 
CNIRl 

COBZ 

AFHO 
KES-2 

coco 
coco 
COJK 

W004 

Moscow 

Loonda 
Ankara 
London 

Havana 
Moscow 

London 
Dakar 

Moscow 

Havana 
Lima 

8 1 nos Aires 

Havana 
Guayaquil 

Rabat 

Havana 
Kuib\15hev 

Algiers 
'Frisco 
Dakar 

Havana 
Havana 

Camaguey 

New York 
Kuibyshev 

FXE 
FIA6 
PSL 
YSD 
sux 

Beirut 
Douala 

R de Janeiro 
San Salvador 

Cairo 

WKRD 

WKRX 
YNDG 
YNLAT 
WLWO 
WDJ 
KWY 

YN2FT 
GRJ 

ZOY 
VUD-2 
VLl-9 
VUM-2 

KGEI 
VUB-2 

VLO 
KWID 
GSW 
VLl-4 
VUC-2 

New York 

New York 
Leon 

Granada 
Cincinnati 

New York 
'Frisco 

Moscow 

Granada 
London 
Moscow 

Accra 
Delhi 

Sydney 
Madras 

'Frisco 
Bombay 

Brisbone 
'Frisco 

London 
~ydney 

Calcutta 
Moscow 
Madrid 

YSY San 
CM21 
GRK 

Salvador 
Havana 
London 

Mc. 
9 .53 

9 .53 
9 .53 
9.52 
9.51 
9.51 

9.50 
9.50 
9 .50 
9.49 
9.49 
9.48 

9.47 
9.46 
9.45 

9.43 
9 .43 

9 .41 
9.41 
9 .39 

9.37 
9 .34 

9.32 

9.27 
9 .19 
9 .08 

9 .03 
8.99 
8.96 
8.93 
8.83 

8.83 
8.70 
8.66 

8 .66 
8 .05 

8.02 
8.00 
7.93 
7.89 
7.86 

7 .82 

7.82 
7.66 
7.61 
7.57 
7.56 
7.56 

7.56 

7.49 
7.32 
7.30 

7.29 
7.29 
7 .28 
7.26 

7.25 
7 .24 

7.24 
7 .23 
7.23 
7 .22 
7.21 
7.21 
7.20 
7.20 
7.19 
7.18 

Short-Wave 

M. 
31.47 

31.47 
31.48 
31.50 
31.53 
31.55 

31.57 
31.58 
31.58 
31.61 
31.61 
31.65 

31.69 
31.70 
31.75 

31.80 
31.81 

31.86 
31.88 
31.95 

32.00 
32.12 

32.19 

32.26 
32.64 
33.03 

33.23 
33.37 
33.48 
33.58 
33.95 

33.98 
34.48 
34.62 

34.64 
37.27 

37.41 
37.50 
37.81 
38.00 
38.15 

38.36 

38.36 
39.16 
39.40 
39.6 
39.66 
39.66 

39.68 

40.05 
40.98 
41.10 

41.13 
41.15 
41.21 
41.32 

41.38 
41.44 

41.44 
41.49 
41.49 
41.55 
41.61 
41.61 
4U53 
4Ul5 
41.72 
41.75 

Time:· Eastern Australian St'dard 
7 .20-7.35 am; 11 am-noon, 

News 7.20 and 11 am. 
9.45-1 1.15 am. Except Sundays 
5.45-7.15 am; 7.30 am-2 pm 
5.30 pm--12.30 am 
10 am-1 pm; 8.20-11 pm 
3-6.30 pm; midnight-1.15 

am, 4 .15-7 am; 7.45-8.45 
am, 9 om-12.45 pm. 

8 am-1 pm · 
11.58-5.45 pm 
Think off tl:ie air. 
3 pm-3 om 
9.50 am-1 .30 om 
4-5 pm; 8.30 pm-12.45 am; 

1 .45-2. 1 5 am. 
9.30- 10.45 pm; 5.30-7 am 
12. 1 5- 5.47 pm: News 2.15 om 
3-8. 15 am; 1.45-.3.15 pm; 1 

- 1. 15 am 
8.45 am-3.15 om 
7-7.25 om; 2.15-2.45 pm; 
3.30---4 pm 
2.45-8.30 am; 5-7.45 pm 
3-4.15 am. 
9.30-1 1 pm; 1.30-3 am; 10 

am-1 pm 
11 pm-3.15 pm 
9 am---4 pm; 11 pm-midnight 

3- 6 am 
8 am- noon, 10- 11 pm; 4-

4.30 am 
1 0.45 pm-3 pm 
10.30 pm-3.30 om 
4-8.50 am; 4.30-4.50 pm; 

9.30-11 pm 
10.45 pm-2 pm 
5.50-6 am 
8.30-9.45 am; 3-3.30 am 
8.15 pm-3 am 
5.15-6.45 am; 5.30-5.50 pm; 

10.1 5-11 pm. 
8.20 pm-2.15 om 
7.30 pm- 3.30 om 
2 .30-3.30 am; 6.30-9 am; 

11-11 .30 am; 
1 0 am---4 pm; 4. 15-7 pm 
1-1.30 am; 2---4.15 am; 7 .15 

-8.45 am 
11 pm...,-7 am 
4.45-5.45 am; 8.45-9.30 pm 
Sundays 9-1 0 am 
10 am-1.30 pm 
3.30-4.30 am; 5.15-7.45 am 

om 
7. 1 5 am-2 pm; 2 pm-6.30 

pm 
7- 10 pm 
9 am-1 pm 
9.30 am-1.15 om 
5-6.30 pm 
9.15 am-6 pm 
6.45-9.05 pm: 10.30 pm-

12.30 am 
1-6.30 om; 8-9 om; 11. 1 O-

J 1.30 am 
10 am-1 pm 
5-7 om; 2.15 Pm-5.15 pm 
2-9.30 am; 10-11 am; 1-

3.45 pm; 4.30-5 pm 
2.15-5.15 am 
8.30-11.25 pm 
10-10.45 pm 
6-6.40 pm; 9.45-11.30 pm; 
12.45-12.50 am. News 10 pm 

and 12.45 om 
1 pm-2.45 om. 
4.15-5.10 pm; 9.25-10.45 

pm. News 5, 9.25 and 10 pm 
Not on air at present 
8.30 pm- 3.05 om 
5.15-8.45 om; 1.45·---4.45 pm 
Not in use 
5-5.55 pm; 8.30-9.20 pm 
7.50-9.30 om 
6-9am 
10.30 am-2 pm 
8 am-2 pm; midnight-~ am 
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tall Sign Leccitldri 
)<GO.Y Chungking 

Moscow 

GRT 
EAJ-9 
HC4FA 

GRM 

London 
Malaga 

Porto Viejo 
Ovideo 
London 

£A9AA Meli Ila 
GRS London 
EAJ24 Cordoba 
EAJ-3 Valencia 
- Ponto Delgoda 
EAJ47 Valladolid 
WGEA Schenectady 
FOB,AA Papeete 

Moscow 
YNOW Managua 
H IH Son Pedro 

YNDS Managua 

Oran 
ZLT-7 Wellington 
TGWB G'temala 
Latin-American and 

WKTM 
GRN 

VUD-2 

XECC 
WGEA 
LRM 
GRO 
WCRC 
FKBAA 
HER-3 
HJCD 

New York 
London 

Delhi 

Puebla 
Schenectady 

Mendoza 
London 

New York 
Noumea 

Berne 
Bogota 

Mc. 

7.17 

7. 15 
7.14 
7.14 
7.13 
7.12 

7.09 
7.06 
7 .04 
7.03 
7.02 
7.00 
7.00 
6.98 
6.98 
6.87 
6.77 

6.76 

6.73 
6.71 
6.54 

M. 
41.80 
41.80 

41.96 
42.00 
42.02 
42.05 
42.13 

42.31 
42.41 
42.61 
42.65 
42.74 
42.82 
42.86 
42.95 
42.98 
43.67 
44.28 

44.28 

44.56 
44.68 
45.87 

'i'ime: Ecssferll Australicsn St'dard 
8 pm-3 am; 4.30--7 am 
5.20--6.30 am; 7.15-9.55 am; 

10-10.30 pm; l-4.30 am 
9.15 am-2 pm; 3-4.45 pm 
6-9.05 am 
7 am-I pm 
5-7.30 am 
l 0.45 am-2.45 pm; 3-6.30 

pm 
Heard around 7 am 
4-8.45 am; 11.45 am-2 pm 
6.40--8 am 
6-10 am 
5-6 am 
6.30-7. l 5 am. 
10 am--2 pm 
Wed. er Sat. l .57-2.45 pm 
2 am-9.23 am; 10--10.30 am 
I 0 am-2.30 pm 
l O-l l.30 am; Mon. 8.20--9.40 

am 
3-6 am; 8 am-2.30 pm; l 0 

pm-midnight 
6.30--7 am 
8 pm in new• session only. 
9.30 am-3 pm 

other stations seldom, or unlikely to be heard, 
have been omitted. 

6.38 47.01 5.15-7 pm 
6.19 · 48.43 5.45-6.30 am; 9.30 am-2.45 

pm; 5.20-5.35 pm; 2.15-
2.30 am; 3.30-3.45 am 

6. I 9 48.47 9.30-10.15 pm; I I pm-1.35 
am; News I 0 and I 1.45 pm 

From 2-4 pm 6.19 
6.19 
6.18 
6.18 
6.17 
6.16 
6.16 
6.16 

48.47 
48.47 
48.51 
48.54 
48.62 
48.62 
48.66 
48.70 

2.15-4.10 pm 
8.30 am-I pm 
5-10.45 am; 2.40-7.45 pm 
2.15-5 pm 
5.30-7 pm; News 6. I 8 pm 
4-7.45 am 
Around 2 pm 

FOR BEST 

Call Sign location 
CBRX Vancouver 
CS2WD Lisbon 
EQB Teheran 
WBOS Boston 
CXA4 Montevideo 
HP5H Panama City 
YV3RN B'quisimeto 
XGOY Chunking 
XEUZ Mexico 
GSL London 

CBFW 
ZNS-2 
WLWO 
GRR 
CKFX 
CFRX 

SBO 
VQ7LO 
WCDA 
GSA 

Montreal 
Nasau 

Cincinnati 
London 

Vancouver 
Toronto 
Moscow 

Stockholm 
Nairobi 

New York 
London 

XETW Tampico 
WRUW Boston 
HPSB Panama City 

Moscow 
CJCX Sydney 

(Nova Scotia) 
VUD-3 Delhi 
GRB London 
ZRH Joh'burg 
CFCX Montreal 
HP5 Colon 
ZOY Accra 

~EBT 
WKRD 
VONH 

HVJ 

Mexico City 
New York 
St. John's 

Vatican City 
Khabarovsk 

Moscow 

Mc. 
6.16 
6.15 
6.15 
6.14 
6.12 
6.12 
6.12 
6.12 
6. 1 I 
6.11 

6.09 
6.09 
6.08 
6.08 
6.08 
6.07 

6.06 
6.06 
6.06 
6.05 

6.04 
6.04 
6.03 
6.03 

6.01 
6.01 
6.01 
6.00 
6.00 
6.00 
6.00 

6.00 
5.98 
5.97 

5.96 
5.93 
5.89 

M. 
48.70 
48.74 
48.74 
48.86 
48.98 
48.99 
49.02 
49.02 
49.02 
49.10 

49.25 
49.25 
49.34 
49.34 
49.34 
49.42 
49.42 
49.46 
49.50 
49.50 
49.59 

49.66 
49.66 
49.73 
49.73 

49.92 
49.92 
49.92 
49.95 
49.96 
49.96 
49.96 

50.00 
50.12 
50.25 

50.26 
50.54 
50.90 

Time: Eastern Australian St'dord 
I I .30 pm-4.30 pm 
5.30-8 am 
4.30--6 am; News 5.15 am 
6-8 pm 
Around 2 pm 
9 am-2 pm 
Around 1 .30 pm 
9.35 pm-2.30 am 
Around 2-3 pm 
9.30 am-4.45 pm; News 11-6 

am; I 2.45 and 2.30 pm 
9.30 pm-l.30 pm 
11-11.15 pm; 3.45-4.15 am 
2.15-5 pm 
l .45-6.30 pm. News 5.30 pm 
I I .30 pm-4.30 pm 
9 pm-3.30 pm 
6.30--7.30 pm 
Try around 7.30 am 
2-5 am 
9.30 am-4 pm 
8.45-10.45 am: l.45-6.30 pm 

News 5.30 pm 
10 pm-4 pm 
2.15-4 pm 
9 am-I pm; I .30 am-5 am 
9.40-10.19 pm 

9 pm-4.30 am; 8 am-1 pm 
l 0 .25-1 I .35 pm 
8.45-10.45 am; l.45-6.30 pm 
1-7 am 
10 pm-l.15 pm 
l 0 pm-4 am; 8 am-2 pm 
8.30-9.15 pm; 2.15-5.15 am. 

News 5 am. 
l am-3.30 pm 
5 to 7 pm 
10.30 pm-4.30 am; 7-11.35 

am; News 7.30 am 
4.30-6.30 am 
8 pm-midnight 
8 pm-6 am 

RESULTS 
---SENSITIVITY 

-SELECT IV I TY-
llELIAB I LITY'---

USE ONLY MULLARD 
THE CHOICE OF BRITAIN'S 

BETTER RADIO MANUFACTURERS! 

AND AUSTRAl/A'S TOO.' 

II d THE MASTER 

u ar IADl8YALVI 
Mullard-Australia Pty. Ltd., 367-371 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. Telephone: MJ 4688 
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SPEEDY QUERY SERVICE 
Conducted under the personal supervision of A. G. HULL 

M.V.R. (Caulfield) hos .built a set 
which is O.K. except far a faint high
pitched whistle when the volume con
trol (of the A.F. type) is 'full on. 

A-We thihk you ore having positive 
feedback of the very high AF. fre
quencies, possibly from the anode of the 
output tube to the grid of the preceding 
tube. See that the input and output leads 
are well separated. Other cures dre the 
connection of a .00025 mfd. condenser 
from each of the last two anodes to the 
chassis and the insertion of .1 meg. re
sistors ("stoppers") in the grid leads of 
the last two tubes. Earthing the metal 
frame of the speakcn sometimes helps. 

• 
S.P.R. (address not given) wo.nts con

struc:tionol details of a de luxe communi
cations set. 

A.-Sorry, we're not running articles 
of that type at present as readers can
not obtain the parts. We promise to give 
you something pretty good ofter the war 
and in the meantime refer you to the 
August 1940, o)1d January, 1941, issues 
of 'Radio World." 

AIR FORCE 

(Continued from page 6) 

bomber's movement and the 300-mile
per hour t:>last of the air stream. He 
makes himself aim deliberately, forces 
his tensed muscles to traverse smooth
ly. It seems that the .fighter will never 
stop ... And then it veers, a stream 
of black smoke pours out of the fuse
lage behind the cockpit hatch - and 
the Ja,.p siips with slanted wings down
ward to the sea and oblivion .... 

The giant bomber pitches sulkily 
among the puffs of a.a. fire. The 
radio operator, back at his post, men
tally tightens the headphones on his 
ears. He must not miss a letter of the 
squadron commander's instruction that 
will follow. The order comes in coded 
staccato, the operator relays the in
formation on the interpholl'e, and the 
pilot poin\,;; the bomber's nose on the 
new cours e in response. , . . 

A hund«ed times they have lived 
that scene or its equivalent in their 
minds - the pilot, th'e bombardier, 
the navigator, the engineer ... and 
the radio operator. A hundred times 
during the weeks and months at the 
technical training schools where they 
learn their trade. 

-From an article in "Q.S.T." by Clin
ton De Soto. · 

H.K.R. (Worrnombool) asks what im
pedance you get by connecting two simi
lar speakers in poro<llel. 

A-It's just like resistors in parallel. 
The resultant impedance is half the im
pedance of each and this holds true 
whether the two voice-coils ore connected 
togethe·r in parallel and one transformer 
used, or the two transformer primaries 
ore connected in parallel. For example, 
if you wont to connect two 8/20's to o 

MAKI NG CRYSTALS 
To make a Radio Crystal a piece of 

lead the size of a pea and a gramme 
of sulphur are Il'eeded. Melt the lead 
and put the sulphur into it, and you 
will' have quite a good crystal. 

--------------------------pair of 6V6G's requiring l 0,000 ohm 
C.T. then you con eithe~ connect the two 
voice-coils in parallel and use o single 
20,000 ohm C.T. transformer or use 
two separate 20,000 C.T. transformers 
in parallel, one for each speaker. The 
former system gives better tone and bet
ter frequency response, up to medium 
volume levels. The latter system handles 
a shade more po!wer, but bass response is 
not quite so good. 

• A.A.R. (Broken Hill) wonts to over-
bios his output tube and wonts to know 
what effects it will hove. 

A-A slight over-bias (say 25 pe~ 
cent increase in voltage) will have only 
a ,negligible effect. Probably there will 
be no noticeable difference in the re
sponse. The normal bias resistor for a 
6V6G is 250 ohms, but we have tried up 
to 750 ohms and it still works foirly well 
with only a slight dropping off in power 
and sensitivity. Increasing the speaker 
load reduces the effect of increased bias. 
If the increase in bias cuts the plate cur
rent down to two-thirds of its original 
value, then the speaker transformer could 
be changed to one about l} to 2 times 
the original value. 

• F.E.S. (Glenelg) wonts the circuit for 
an electric-guitar amplifier. 

A-There's one scheduled for next 
month. Alternatively you could use the 
Standard 4-watt Amplifier of the Jan
uary, 1943, issue. For more power the 
"direct-coupled phase-changer" circuit 
shown in the issue could be used. 

• P .S.S. (Bridport) asks if it is safe to 
draw 10 mo. from o'n 80 mo. power 
transformer. 

A-Yes, IF. But it's a big IF. You 
must use a choke-input filter, thereby 
losing in voltage what you gain in cur
rent. The choke input filter makes the 
l 00 ma. equivalent to about 85· ma. 

from a condenser-input /ilter. Still an 
overload, but not bad if it's a good qual
ity job. Taking less than the full allow
ance from the filame;it windings is a 
great help as then only one winding 
(the H.T.) is overloaded (and over
heated) . Loosen the· transformer screws 
and run shellac-alcohol varnish between 
the laminations to reduce core loss from 
eddy currents. One last tip-have plEmtY 
of ventilation. 

• Hiker ( Q.). My neighbours complain 
that my set causes interference. Con 
they stop me from using my set? 

A-Yes. All they need to do is to 
complain to the local radio inspector, 
and you will be having qn unpleasant 
visit. You must not operate1 your set in 
an oscillating (squealing ) condition. It is 
aga inst the low. Do no advance your re
action control so for. 

INSTALLATION HINTS 
Indifferent performance of a radio 

receiver is often due to indifferent in
stallation and operation in th'e home. 
A little time spent on the receiver 
when installing and operating is a 
safeguard against noisy or inferior 
reception. The following hints are in
cluded to aid you in getting the best 
from your receiver:-

1.HIGH BACKGROUND NOISES 
OR HISS ON STATIONS. This effect 
can be due to lack of, or inefficient 
aerial. An aerial, as previously men
tioned, is recommended for localities 
outside of the suburban area and a 
reasonable indo·or aerial for suburban 
areas if an outdoor aerial is impractic
able. The effect is to incvease the 
signal p.ickup and lift the signal out 
of the background noise. 

2. HIGH HISS LEVEL AND DIS
TORTION. Poor reception of this type 
is often due to inaccurate tuning, 
esp•ecially when the receiver has a 
high degree of selectivity. One method 
is to tune by the background noise 
which will •be at its minimum when 
the receiver' is accurately tuned to the 
centre of the station. 

3. ELECTRICAL INTERFERENCE. 
An intermittent crackle can be caus
ed by faulty electric light globes, 

loose contacts in mains, plugs or 
sockets, or faulty electrical appliances 
such as vacuum cleaners, etc. Try re
moving all globes and plugs one at a 
time and insp'ect the contacts before 
replacing. If signs of arcing are not
iced the faulty part should be renew
ed, Try the receiver in another build
ing if the trouble ceases have the 
house wiring ch•ecked for intermittent 
connections. 

4. TONE. Do not place the receiver 
flush against the wall, but leave a 
small space. A void placing near soft 
hangings are curtain, as these can im
pair the tone. 
-From an "Astor" instruction book. 
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electronic briefs: f M 
Radio is simply a method by which 
electrical energy is transmitted through 
space. By varying the intensity or fre
quency of this electrical energy, an in· 
telligible signal can be created. The prin
ciple is the same whether dot dash code 
messages or voice and music are being 
transmitted. In the case of voice and music trans
mission the radio wave must be varied (modula· 
ted) at the same speed as the vibrations of the 
voice or music. The characteristics.of electrical 
energy which can be varied or modulated are 
three: voltage. frequency and phase. Radio trans· 
mitters which vary the intensity (voltage) are 
called amplitude modulated and those which vary 
the frequency are called frequency modulated. 
The differences of these two systems can be un
derstood easily by visualizing a beam of light. 
Av audible signal can be transmitted by varying 
the light intensity (amplitude modulation) or by 
varying. the color of the light beam (frequency 
modulation). 

Static and other man-made electrical 
disturbances are identical in character to 
the amplitude modulated signal. Hence 
t>hese disturbances are extremely bother
some to AM broadcasts. On the other 
hand these electrical disturbances do not essen· 
tially vary in frequency and consequently do not 
interfere with FM transmission. Another fortu· 
nate characteristic of FM is the fact that the 
stronger of two signals predominates, thus elim· 
inating much inter-station interierence and cross
talk. Further, and of great importance, the fidelity 
of tone can be made nearly perfect even when the 
heaviest of musical scores is being broadcast. 

In frequency modulation as in all 
things in the field of electronics, vacuum 
valves are the most important compo· 
nent. Eimac valves have the distinction 
of being first choice of most of the leading elec· 
tronic engineers throughout the world. They are 
consequently first in the most important new 
developments in electronics . . ·. FM for example 

EITEL-Mccu 
SAN BRuN LLoua,.., 

• 301 °. CALIF , 'Ne. · Clay " ORNt• .otreet s, ~ 
• an Francisc 

~ 
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Not so very long ago, there was a young 
shop assistant named John, who wanted to 
do his best in the War effort. Being un
trained, he did not know what do about it. 

Had he wished at t hat time, he could have 
joined .a Radio Unit in the Army at com· 
munica'tions work, radio ma:ntenance, or 
some other form of mil itary radio work. 

Soon, by .reason of his training, he. is pro .. 
moted to take control of his section of the 
work. This 'meons another rise and pros· 

· -~p·ects o_f even more promotion. 

Until he heard about A.R.C. Radio Engineer
ing training, and wrote for details of the 
<ourse. He quickly sow the advantages of 
!earning Radio Engineering, and started the 
A.R.C. course in his spare t ime. 

Or in the R.A.A.F. as a Radio Operator in 
air crew, or on the ground staff. Radio 
maintenance work, and radio location work,. 
were alc;o ope~1 to him. 

This extra money means wedding bells for 
John, and a home of his own. He can see 
the fulfilment of his highest ambitions 
quickly taking shape. 

Nq 621.38405 AUS 

John quickly !earned enough to take a posi
t :on at Radio Defence work, which was 
found for him by t he College. This mear:t 
more money and go:..d opportuni1 ies for 
advancement. 

Still on Defence Work, he carries on with his 
spare-time Radio training with the Austral
ian Rodio College. All the time making him
self more and more proficient at Radio work. 

When his Radio Training is completed he 
will be ready to take up an executive Radio 
position. This. may come during or after the 

~~~ ~ti~cRr~;· :S~~tR~s0.mcst important__,.. 

.,.. 
John stepped out of the rut, so can you. Men with 
some radio training are wanted urgently in Indus
try and all branches of the Fighting Forces. Learn 
Radio quickly and be equipped to help your 
country during this vital period. Peacetime will 
also find you ready to succeed in radio, to-day's 
fastest moving profession. 

of training. It costs little, (less than the avera·ge 
follow spends on tobacco each week ) , you can 
start immediately, either at home or in the modern 
A.R.C. Workshops - ordinary education is all you 
require to get started." 

Write for full information of this amazing course 

MAIL 
PASSPORT 

NOW! 

Printed by the Bridge Printery, 117 Reservoir St., Sydney, 

Send passport for free illustrated A.R.C. Baok, 
"Careers in Radio and Television." Read aH about 
the jobs YOU can fill once you are trained. 

the " Aust ralasian Rodie Wor ld ," 117 Reservoir St. , Syd r.ey. 
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